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judge's comments:
Rebekah Starkenburg, a Northwestern graduate
and former Spectrum editor now serving as a Resi-
dent Director at Dordt College, evaluated those
pieces selected for publication by our staff readers.
Of the poetry submissions, Starkenburg writes:
"Poems were chosen based on their ability to strike
interesting images through layers of words, phrases,
rhythms, and irony. Like good acoustics. good po-
ems linger a bit after the poem's been said. Often,
I find good poems seemingiyaccessible at first glance.
but once inside the reader has to work harder to
draw out the layers of meaning. They want to be
read again and again, and upon each reading, they
get better."
First place in poetry was awarded to Sherrie A.
Barber's "Girl Power." Starkenburg writes: "The
irony brought on by the images is tragicaliy funny.
Power is expressed, but power is also lost, and in
the end, a new kind of power is necessary." Second
place went to the untitled poem beginning '" have
loved a tinsel man" by Lynae Vandermeulen. "This
piece works through slow simplicity. The poem
doesn't clamor for attention; it gent!>, commands
reflection. Colette Johnson's "Spit Bath" was given
the honorable mention because "The child's Voice
is trustworthy. The poem seems to balance on the
contrast between the clean and the dirty."
Of the prose pieces, Starkenburg says: "Good
prose shares common experience between writer
and reader. Convincing fieces seem to lift off the
page with a freshness 0 s~le, content, and per-
spective that engages the reader in a new way of
seeing and hearing through the pictures and voice
of the writer. Good prose doesn't drip with senti-
mentality or melodrama; it subtiy photographs life.
It is believable ifwe can experience the writing freely.
without haVingemotions instructed or forced. When
reading good prose, we find ourselves wanting to go
where the writing takes us because the invitation is
so very appealing."
First place in prose went to "Larnpshade," by
Lynac vandermeulen. Starkenburg writes: 'A thread
of consistency between the story and the craft
weaves its way through, tying together the strange
events of this woman's live. It allows me to discover
on my own the setting, timing, and feeling of the
situation. I'm never told too much. I'm not de-
manded to react a certain way." Sara D. Veldhuizen's
"Have Bull Will Travel" was awarded second place
because "the reader resonates well with the social
dynamics of the situation. Images clearly come
through as the reader engages with the Sights,
sounds, and feel of Lola's office. I laugh out loud
every time I read it." An honorable mention was
awarded to Naomi Anne Metz for" How to be a
Diabetic." Starkenburg comments that" Concrete
details draw the reader into the experience of being
diabetic, yet the reader realizes that somewhere
within the piece there is an inside joke she can't
QlJite get."
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Have Bull Will Travel
Her name was Lola. She was a loan clerk.
It was not the type of career she had always
imagined for herself-growing up she had
wanted to be a firefighter and then a dentist,
followed by a wine-taster) a pastry chef and a
dog trainer until she suddenly found herself in
possession of a degree in sociology and)
strangely enough it seemed to her, lacking any
truly marketable job skills. So when the posi-
tion of Assistant Loan Clerk opened up at
Barrington County Savings Bank, she applied)
telling herself it was only temporary: Six years
later} she had fully mastered putting loan notes
into the computer and receiving payments; she
had memorized the order of the office music
and excelled at the art of unfolding paperclips
into horseshoes and landing ringers around
the spindles on her counter;
She was doing just that when Jake Edwards
entered the loan department} clad in heavy
boots} a thermal, pinsrriped overalls, and a faint
bovine scent. He approached the counter and
boisterously announced, "I'm here to make a
loan payment!" Lola looked up} startled. A
paperclip ting-ed against the spindle. ']\ ringer!"
he announced} again too loudly for the small,
beige office. His laughter bounced off the
paintings of Nathaniel Barrington Leading the
Troops into Battle and The Founding of Our
Town} then he leaned over the coumer, winked}
and whispered, "Nice of you to pretend to be
vaguely interested in your job." She blushed
and glanced around secretively to check if any
of her supervisors were watching. LaDonna
had busied herself pulling files. The recep-
tionist was on the phone. All the loan officers
were in their offices discussing collateral and
monthly payments with the good citizens of
Barrington County
"Well, Lvuru.i.it's been slow and ..."
"You don't much like it here, do you?"
"What?" The farmers who came in rarely
made conversation outside of mumbling "Nice
day" or "Need rain" or "Planting tomorrow:"
They did this while staring at some far-off place,
chewing toothpicks or gum or dirt-encrusted
fingernails as she stamped and initialed their
payment coupons. Jake Edwards} however)
was leaning on the coumer, looking right at
her. She sat back in her chair and stared ar him
in disbelief. "I'm sorry; what did you say?"
"Your job. You don't care for it. You would
rather be elsewhere."
She wasn't sure what exactly this one was
up to. Occasionally one of the tellers would
have a problem with an overly-friendly cus-
tomer at the window} bur the loonies rarely
made it up to the second floor loan depart-
ment. Even ifwhat he was saying was true, she
decided to play it safe. She shrugged non-
committally. "It's alright. It's a job." Then}
mechanically, "I need your name and note
number."
"Jake Edwards. 599-840-145. I'm in se-
men sales."
She stopped, hands hovering above the
keyboard. The office seemed to freeze and fill
with the thick silence that inevitably follows
shocking public statements. Her brain clicked
through the preprograrnrncd responses} try-
ing to find the appropriate one: "Yes, it is a
nice day." "Rain would be nice." "How many
acres are you putting in this year?" None of
them fit. Maybe she had not actually heard
what she thought she heard. ''Um ...what did
you say?"
"Semen sales." He pulled a small white card
out of the deep chest pocket of his overalls
and handed it to her.
Jake Edwards
Cattle Breeding & Semen Sales
Have Bull Will Travel
515-637-3273
She managed to respond, "That
sounds ... fascinating. "
He smiled mischievously. "You can't beat
it!" He leaned back and guffawed noisily} tick-
led at his own cleverness.
Lola stared at him in dismay as he rocked
back and forth. She felt the color draining
from her face. She glanced at the "Security"
button on her phone, then at business card
and finally back up at Jake Edwards) unsure of
what to do. She waited until he had finished}
then croaked) "I...still need your note num-
ber." He noticed her dismayed expression and
immediately became contrite. "I'm sorf)~
Sometimes I get carried away" "It's fine. I JUSt
need your note number."
"599-840-145."
"Your payment is 5337) right, Mr.
Edwards?"
"Um ...yes} that's right." He scribbled Out a
check and handed it to her. "I needed a new
trailer," He shifted uncomfortably from one
foot to the other, scanning the loan depart-
ment. "Look, I didn't mean to offend." Lola
stamped and initialed a payment coupon for
him. She slid it across the counter toward him.
"Thank you." He pocketed the receipt and
the business card, back in the large chest pocket,
but did not move from his SpOt. He spoke
very quietiy. "Would you like to see what I
found just before I came in?" Lola eyed him
warily, but he suddenly seemed much smaller
then when he had entered moments ago. She
nodded. From a deep side pocket of his over-
alls}Jake Edwards produced the largest} green-
est caterpillar she had ever seen. Cupping it in
his hands} he held it up to eye level and whis-
pered} "How ya doing, little fellae" He low-
ered the caterpillar onto the countertop. It
crawled toward Lola's outstretched finger
"I found him climbing a tree next to my
truck."
"He's beautiful."
"Maybe even ..fascinating."
Lola glanced up and smiled at Jake
Edwards. "Yes. We don't get many caterpillars
in here."
"Well ...you better keep him} then. Thanks
for your help, ma'am." Lola watched Jake
Edwards cross to the exit and disappear down
the stairs. The caterpillar inched up her arm.
She placed him in the palm of her hand and
cradled him there. She stood watching the
empty doorway for several moments} then)
without a word to anyone, headed down the
stairs and out Onto the sidewalk, still carefully
holding the undulating caterpillar.
Sara D. Tkldhuize1l
second place prose
Cows) Notebooks) and Gizzards
I look at the notebook page. An arrow
points to a bracketed group of words that,
when you ignore what has been crossed our,
read:
. Escalator cows
Lining up for miles
At department store windows
Seeing the sales
Like green pastures
Stretched down the aisles
Check-our counter three
Is a no-milk lane
We cater to cows
Escalator cows
Too excited to chew the cud
Push and shove
Compare brands.
Although there are no dates, I know that it
is a notebook from my eleventh grade school
year that I used primarily in a creative writing
class.
And I know) that because I wrote it) it has a
story for me that has little to do with the mean-
ing of the words. I look at the page.
"why was Isitting in a creative writing class
thinking about the mindlessness of commer-
cial-fed, herd-trained consumers!" I wonder.
Bur that's just it. I wasn't. In the upper right-
hand corner of the page, I notice the letters
"E.G". There's my clue. When I wrote down
the words "escalator cows," I wasn't thinking
about consumers. I was thinking about a girl
sitting in the classroom. Her initials weren't
E.G; those were the letters she had burned
into her upper arm the night before, using a
flame-heated paper clip.
She's wearing her gang color, as usual, but
whether she's a wanna-be or an actual gang
member isn'r clear. In a week or so she will be
broughr to school by the police who have
found her in a stolen vehicle, bur now she's
ralking to a girl in the class that she's befriended.
She won't tell the girl what the lerrers stand
for, or why she has burned them on her skin.
That's okay. The girl doesn'r want ro know.
She wants ro be lefr alone so she can write.
She's tired of hearing about rhings that she
hopes are lies -- of gang activity and a murder
and a room painred black. She wants to get
away from the chumminess of this newly
branded girl who has srarred inviting her to
things. Bur she doesn't want the girl to know
her frustration and unfriendliness; she doesn't
want to be on her bad side; she doesn't want
to be the recipient of a threat to bear someone
lip. She just wants to be left alone. She doesn't
ask what the letters mean. Instead she makes a
joke. "Escalator cows" is the first thing that
comes into her mind. That's the story behind
the words.
So why did I write the poem? To write.
This was a creative writing class, wasn't it? I
was supposed to be writing, wasn't I? Bur
why did I want to write? Wh}; starring in
fourth grade, did I write down "an author" in
the slor that asked, "What do you want to be
when you grow up?" I'm not quite sure.
Ican recall having an almost fanatical love
of paper. One Christmas, as I remember, all I
asked for was paper. I got some roo -~ little
while pads with rwo of the corners clipped. I
still have most of those pads. I've hoarded
them awa}~ appalled by the thought that they
might be pur to trivial use.
I remember also, standing in the bookstore
of the college where my dad works and hold-
ing, one after another, the pads of stationary.
They were on a top shelf and my mother had
to hand them dO\VI1,as I tried to decide which
to buy as a pre~ent for my sister, greedy of
them all for myself. They seemed the most real
thing. I still have paper from that store.
And I still have, in my file drawer, informa-
tion and an application form from a college I
never considered going too ~~saved because of
the elegant feel and look of the paper.
But why did I decide to write on the pa~
per? Why did I keep on writing?
Idon'r write to record what happens. I've
tried rhar, inspired by stories of diary keepers,
and it doesn't work.. "Today Brad and I had a
pillow fight. I won." That's about the extent
of my diaries. They are a meager supply of
pages, filled by a sense of duty; flanked by an
enormity ofwhire sheers that were never ven-
tured onto. I was hampered in diary writing
by the need to tell only the truth about only
what had happened that day, or the day before
-- by the need to tell events and not thoughts
-- by the need to write down what I already
knew, a kind of living in the echoes ~- the ex-
hausting need to live in a way that seemed ex-
citing enough to write down.
I was hampered by my extreme dislike of
using people's names ~- by the sense of perma-
nence that defining events and emotions gave
(the same reason that I don't like it when
people ask me how Iam and I feel obligated to
describe how I feel and then obligated to feel
how I described).
I was even hampered by the word "diary,"
which seemed excessively feminine to me. I
remember the great relief of owning the word
"journal" for my own use. A journal didn't
seem so girlie. A journal didn't have the long
liseof expectations that a diary had in my mind.
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I wouldn'r even have to write a date on jour-
nal entries.
Ido nor, therefore, write ro keep a diary or
to do any of the things that I thought a diary
had to do.
Instead, I write poems and thoughts and
overheard conversations and prayers. I write
plays and ideas for plays. I write jokes and
draw a few picrures. Iwrite dO\VI1words I like
and keep a record of the plays I've read. I
glory in vagueness, often saying "you" or "he"
or "she" instead of naming names. (The joy of
the non-committal pronoun.) I waste space
in my journal, starting new thoughts often on
new pages, skipping a page or two if I feel that
my words have an aesthetic desire to be else-
where or distant.
One page contains little but the words,
"Toad Suck (State) Park," "Loveless Tax Con-
suI rant," and "(Pill your gizzard at) Slick Liz-
ard." These were all signs I saw by the road on
a car trip down to Atlanta, Georgia. I wrote
them down on the pretense that I might use
them sometime in something I wrore. Or be-
cause I thought they were funny and didn't
want to forger them (perhaps closer to rhe
truth). Closer still to the truth would be that
I wrote them down because I was loving the
area we were driving through-feeling a pow~
erful and startling connection with the land
and the houses and the people and the trees
and to what my mom called the trashiness of
the area. I wrote ir down because I wanted to
live by signs that said, "Toad Suck Park" and,
"Fill Your Gizzard at the Slick Lizard."
And I wrote it down because I wanted to
write down something. Because I want to write.
Because I want to make, to creare, to lasr.
I might lose myself if I don't write myself
down.
Colette Jahnson
I have loved a tinsel man -
his silver smile,
his laugh like many blades.
I have loved him tastelessly.
far past the season
and with unreasoned brightness.
Lynae Vandermeulen
second place poelry
----
I,
I
The Tale of PrincessDaphne and
Her Obtrusive Nose Hair
Once upon a rime in a fairytale land far) far
away (for there really are no fairy tale lands
nearby), there lived a princess. This princess,
Princess Daphne was her name} was like many
fairytale princesses in beauty. She had the stan-
dard beautiful princess fearures-long, flow-
ing blond locks of hair; a perfectly shaped nose,
and smiling p<XJIsof blue eyes to match her
smiling pink lips that seemed to be held up by
her rosy red cheeks. There was one distinct
flaw} however} in the face of the lovely prin-
cess. She had a rather abnormally long and
offensive nose hair.
Until now, it had not caused any major dis-
ruption} for as the only child of royalty in the
fairyralc land, there were no other children with
whom she played and therefore had avoided
the happenstance of being made fun of. Fur-
rherrnore, and quite conveniently; the princess'
nanny happened to be a sweet blind old lady
who was growing quite senile. The blind
nanny, in her senility, mistook the nose hair for
string and assumed that the princess just had a
quirky habit of stuffing string in her nose. Con-
sequently the King and Queen and Princess
Daphne were the only people aware of the
nose hare since nannies are not in the habit of
picking out (son); bad pun) quirky habits of
furore kings and queens.
Now, those who ask tOO many questions
and have no imagination may be wondering
just what the point of this fairy tale princess
story is. Well, let me point out two very im-
portant characteristics of all fairy tale stories.
The first is that all fairy tales have happy end-
ings, and the second is that all fairy tale end-
ings have a moral of some sort. Therefore, the
ever-present questioners must simply be pa-
tient and read on further about Princess
Daphne and her obtrusive nose hair.
As I said, to this point, the nose hair had
not created a problem. A strategically-placed
doll had been quite useful for the few public
appearances the young princess had partici-
pated in. However, now Princess Daphne was
getting older and her parents, the King and
Queen of Sunshine Land, desired something
to be done about the nose hair out of great
love for their only daughter. They knew that
they loved their daughter no matter what she
looked like or how many beauty "quirks" she
had, but they did not know how the rest of
the Sunshine Land kingdom would respond.
And as in all fairytalcs, no tragic flaw may
exist without causing a glitch, this story being
no exception. You see) in the surrounding
fairytale lands far) far away, the Fairytale Land
Confederation was holding the first annual
Princess Beauty Contest with many economic
rewards) benefits) tax exemptions) erc., being
awarded to the winning princess' country So)
the King and Queen's concern for their daugh-
ter grew, for they knew that in order to comply
with princess etiquette) Princess Daphne would
have to compete for Sunshine Land, which
due to in.flation and lowering trade income
would benefit greatly from the proceeds of
the contest.
In melodramatic despair, the King and
Queen pondered between themselves in the
Royal Courtyard while Princess Daphne took
a stroll through the outer garden trails that
encircled the well kept grounds of the typical
fairy tale castle. What if she was seen) the ever-
present questioner asks? Well) the princess had
moved from a strategically placed doll, to a
strategically placed fan, which she fluttered in
front of her face, adding to her coquettish ap-
pearance. It just so happened that along her
stroll, a traveling merchant did spy the prin-
cess. Immediately, he noticed her great beauty,
and he approached her, calling out his usual
sales offer in a happier-than-usual way.
Now perhaps I have done my readers a
great disservice thus far) for I have not spoken
of the sweetness and kindness of Princess
Daphne. She not only had an aura of princess
beauty common to all princesses (with the ex-
ception of the nose hair) of course), but she
had the most lovely of all personalities which
was not common to any other princess in any
of the nearby fairy tale lands. She was not
spoiled or overdone as many children of fairy
tale royalty are today; and she treated all the
bunnies and squirrels with file sincerity
All of this to say that when the traveling
merchant called out to Princess Daphne, al-
though surprised to hear someone so close to
the garden trails) she responded with consider-
ateness and cordiality
"Oh! Hello, kind Sir."
"Hello) fair Princess," replied the merchant
with his jingle.
"Have a problem to make well?
Objects and answers I have to sell.
Tell me what you need today
Or dse I will be on my IVay. l)
"What a lovely offer," replied the princess.
"I have only one problem causing me sadness,
but I am afraid I could not tell you even if you
could be of some help to me." And at this
Princess Daphne had a very grave look don
her face) for she knew the atrocity of her nose
hair which she was now conveniently cover-
ing with her fan, leaving only her blue peepers
visible to the merchant.
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Now the merchant saw this sadness fall over
the beautiful pools of blue, and wished more
than anything to help the Princess. "Oh, Prin-
cess, do let me help you. As I have traveled
with my can through this fairytale land, its
people and landscape have been wonderful to
me. There is nothing that would please me
more than to return a smile to the face of one
so fair and so important in this kingdom of
Sunshine Land."
"I just couldn't, Mr. Merchant, for what I
would show you is a disgrace to my family and
my kingdom. I have no way of removing it,
and that is why my day is filled with sorrow.
Other than my blind nanny who just thought
I had a quirky habit) no one but my sweet
parents and I have ever seen it. Even now my
parents dwell in the Royal Courtyard, pon-
dering how to rid our family from this gro-
tesque thing that may hinder the economic
growth and prosperity of this great land."
"What more the reason to allow me to be
of service, my fair maiden. I will .rernain in
your complete confidence in order to bring
pleasure to this land)" said the merchant.
Then realizing how sincere the merchant
was (and handsome and charming, too), Prin-
cess Daphne lowered her fan and revealed the
long coarse nose hair. It began in her left nos-
tril and traveled round and round with its end
finally resting lightly on her perfect chin.
"Oh, my!" exclaimed the merchant. "That
does create quite the problem for a princess of
your quality "However)" the merchant said)
realizing that he had just the thing. As a trav-
eling merchant, he also doubled as an inventor
of odd-do-hicky-thinga-rna-jigs, and his latest
odd-do- well, invention was a clipper-like con-
traption intended JUStfor those unwanted nose
hairs. Once again the ever-present questioner
pops up and asks why he would invent such a
thing in the first place. Well, let us just say) that
nose hair ever-activity is not so uncommon as
one would think. The merchant's very own
mother-may she rest in peace-had suffered
from the occasional long nose hair) and the
merchant's desire was to leave something for
the world that she would have been proud
of-hence the nose-hair clipper. "1 do have
the perfect thing for you." And he dug
through his nor-so-organized cart of odds and
ends (for between mcrchanting and invent-
ing, he had been lax in the maid department).
"It is my latest in the art of hair-removal. I call
it the'Unwanted-Nose-Hair-Clipper.' May I?"
«Please do) by all means!" exclaimed rhe
Princess with inexpressible joy. And with that,
the traveling merchant leaned forward with the
utmost gentleness and chivalry and clipped
the hair from the root, being sure to cause no
damage to the follicle. Feeling very gallant in
his success, he once again dug into his Cart and
pulled out a reflection glass (more commonly
known as a mirror), handing it to the Princess.
Dropping her fan to the ground, Princess
Daphne exclaimed, "Oh! Thank you! I am
speechless with gratitude. Please come with
me to meet my mother and father and relieve
them of their heartache and distress. I am sure
that whatever you ask, they will give you as
your reward."
"The expression of joy on your beautifulface
is thanks enough) sweet Princess," returned the
merchant.
With that, the Princess and the merchant
skipped down the garden trail hand in hand,
forgetting the carr and fan until they met up
with the King and Queen. They) roo) were
ecstatic at the sight of their precious daughter's
face, now free of the infamous hair that had
for so long tainted the sight. Upon offering a
choice of rewards ro the young traveling mer-
chant, they asked for his name and request.
"My name is Remington, your Highnesses)
and I would love nothing more than to have
the honor of remaining here on these grounds,
perfecting my inventions) bringing joy both
to my deceased mother and to others as I have
your family in the way of hair-removal."
"We would love nothing more than to
grant you wish," replied the King) noticing
just how lovely a couple Remington and his
daughter would make.
Then) following the natural order of all fairy
tales) the very next morning Princess Daphne
won the First Annual Beauty Contest and
saved her land due to the economic benefits
received as the prize. Because it was a very close
contest) it has on occasion been said that she
won by a hair.
After the contest, Princess Daphne) the
King and Queen) and Remington all lived hap-
pily ever after. She and Remington fell in love)
of course, and had a happy life free from all
unwanted hair due to the success of
Remington. As I promised) there is a moral to
this fairy tale that I have shared with you.
Henceforth it shall be realized: Many small
countries today are benefiting from cutbacks.
Naomi Anne Metz
The Free Spirit
The girls were all digging in the soft din
surrounding the roots of the scratchy old spruce
tree that held the rope swing somewhere be-
tween heaven and earth. They placed each
trowel full of rich black earth in an old ice
cream bucket) mixing it with just enough wa-
ter to make constipated mud. After the dirt
was mixed to their satisfaction) the girls packed
the damp mixture into their little muffin tins)
old cans and cups, before setting them out to
bake in the sun. Later, they dumped the little
mud muffins and cakes back into the bucket,
added more water, and performed the whole
ritual again. They had done this every after-
noon since they could walk out of their
mother's line of sight. All except one girl.
How dumb, she thought to herself. It had
always been this way. She was always the dif-
ferent one. She never wanted to spend hours
dressing silly baby dolls that didn't even cry
like real babies, or make mud pies and pretend
to serve them to whatever bay had LOOKED
at you on the bus that day. She had always
preferred to climb trees and talk to the little
men that lived in them, or to run outside in
the rain and let it leave its silver sandal-prints
on her face and uplifted arms. Or to fill1 along
the tundra against the wind, flapping her arms
and trying to fly. And being different had
never bothered her. Until today.
It was today that the new fishing boat had
arrived. That was not the different thing; the
other girls had fathers who were getting new
boats that spring too. But the boat trailers
that pulled up to other houses always had the
names of the first daughter painted on them.
Everybody knew that you named your boat af-
ter your first daughter.
And yet, as she looked down the driveway)
the girl saw that her father's boat had nothing
but a vast expanse of fiberglass where her name
rightfully should have been.
The girl sighed, and watched the other girls
as they giggled in a clump over their baked
mud. She wandered away from them and
climbed a tree. The tree began to s\vay in the
breeze with her added weight and the girl
found herself swept up in the rocking motion.
A few leaves filtered to the ground as she swung
higher and faster) forgetting the boat, the girls)
her name, everything but the exhilarating sen-
sations of flying and laughing and rocking.
She never knew that she was being watched
by a father who saw her wander away from the
. group. She never knew that he laughed be-
cause she laughed in the swinging tree. She
never knew that he smiled as he looked down
from his thirty-six foot fiberglass hull as he
prepared for another season of salt water and
sleeplessness. And it would be years before she
knew why he named that boat the Free Spirit.
Stephanie Timmerman
Double I(not I,
I
Now for the hard part. Howls that go again?
Okay) push the string through the hole where
your left thumb is and pull tight. No, tighter.
Ready?
You stand up and look around. A girl
you've never seen before is sitting beside the
cute guy) and the girls are laughing. Everyone
is staring at you. You smile stupidly) take your
place, and the ball is thrown out.
You worry. How long did it really take for
you to tie your shoe? Was everyone staring at
you? Will you be the butt of the jokes tomor-
row at lunch? In the midst of your frustra-
tions, the girl next to you steps on your foot.
"Oh, sorry)" she says, glancing down. "Your
shoe's untied."
Your heart's pumping, you're struggling for
breath) your limbs are tingling from the adrena-
line rushing through your body, everyone in
the stands cheers you on - you feel great! Then
you look down.
Your shoe is untied.
You look around nervously. There's that
cute guy right in the front row) looking right
at you. The girls that hurl taunts at you down
the hallway after history are sitting right be-
hind him. You bend down. Your fingers
tremble. Your eyes close in concentration. Your
brain clouds. You start to panic.
You've forgotten how to tie your shoe.
OK) concentrate! Forget about the hun-
dreds of people staring at you-c-don'r look
up! Left cross over right and tuck under. Now
what? Make a loop. where does that go?
Pinch it with your left hand. What is that
string for? Oh yeah) bring it around the loop.
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Kenya Kmvalke
Icame across my once-prized bottle of per-
fume the other day. The frosted) modernly
stylish bottle sat in the depths of my closet)
unused and unwanted. It had been there since
she had left. Itook the half-full designer barrie
out) and mourned the .$98 that I had given
up ro purchase this beautifying scent. The
smell of it reminded me of that time when she
was here, when Iwas becoming like her. Ipur
the bottle to my nose and the scent brought
back. everything Ihad admired in her: her smell)
her face) and her impeccable style.
I remember the first time Iever saw her. It
was in church, the summer after my first year
in high school. She had this perfect) choco-
late-colored hair that made you
want to just reach out and touch
it like the hair in a shampoo ad. It
was so soft and shiny. Not a hair
was out of place. Her eyes were
just a shade lighter than the hair)
and they might just have been the
most beautiful eyes I have ever
seen. When she smiled, her eyes
smiled with her. She reminded me
of a doll) with her porcelain skin
and a perfect button nose. She
was dressed fancy, roo. Fancier
than anyone that I had ever seen.
She was fancy right down to her
toes.
She was sitting next to her hus-
band in the church pew. His name
was Leo Adams. Everyone in
town knew Leo. He fixed bikes
in the shop at the end of Main
Street. He had been fixing bikes
for nearly twenty years and had
never lived anywhere else bur in our little town.
Leo had gone to the college in Carlston for a
couple of years) bur after that he came back so
that he could fix bikes for all of us. He usually
came to our church) but not ever before with
his wife. In fact, most of us had thought that
his wife had either left him or was dead) since
no one could remember seeing her before. He
had talked about her once or twice) about how
she loved the city and city things, bur no one
ever knew where that wife of his was until now.
He met her at college) he said.
When everyone finally did see Leo's wife in
church that Sunday) most everyone was sur-
prised that Leo would have such an attractive
wife. Leo himself was kind of plain, you see.
No one had ever imagined that he would be
able to catch a sophisticated lady like her. He
didn't seem to notice how beautiful his wife
was) though. He just sat with him arm around
her in the pew, not really noticing much abour
her. He really didn't even look at her much.
She didn't have much time for him, either, I
Mrs. Adams
think. She was busy looking around and mak-
ing friends with the folks sitting around them.
She had something to say to everyone around
them. Leo JUSt sat there and didn't really say
much at all.
I watched her during the service. She was
the type of woman you JUSt cannot help bur
watch. Her clothes and hair were striking.
When we sang the hymns, I watched her sing
them. JUSt by watching her I could tell that
she had a beautiful voice. She was completely
enthralling to watch as her mouth formed the
words of the song. It was as though she needed
to caress each of the words before she could let
them our of her mouth.
. Afrcr the service, Leo and Mrs. Adams
walked our of church like the rest of us. She
walked like a beautiful lady walks, with her
head held high and her shoulders back. Leo
walked ahead of her as she strayed behind to
talk to the people. While we were waiting to
shake the preacher's hand, she made her way
to my mother. I listened. She introduced
herself to my mother, and her voice that re-
minded me of a peach, it was so soft, sweet)
and pure. She asked my mother about our
family and said that she would love to have tea
with her sometime at the AdJ.l11s'house. My
mother said rhar that would be nice) even
though 1 don't think that my mother had ever
been anvwhcre to "have tea" before.
Mrs. Adams made conversation with my
mother for a while, and then she drifted off to
meet other people in our church. She was
alwavs smiling and ralking with her perfect l.ittle
hands. Her nails were well-manicured and
painted pretty.
I watched as rhc Adams left the church that
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dar Leo opened the car door for Mrs. Adams
as she got into the car. She smiled her pretty
smile at him before he shut the door. As their
car drove awa); I hoped that she would invite
my mother for tea. She was glamorous and
charming, and Iwanted to have tea with her,
too. People talked about her as they drove
away. I overheard them. "Isn't she delight-
ful!" they said. "So elegant." "Wonder where
Leo has been keeping her hidden away," they
joked.
Time passed and Mrs. Adams easily made
friends with all of the ladies in town. My
mother said that she was one of the kindest
Christian women rhar she had ever met} and I
believed it. She had starred to teach
Sunday school at the church and
was the new church choir director.
Leo continued to fix the bikes at
the shop on the end of Main Street
while Mrs. Adams entertained la-
dies for tea in the afternoons. She
had made herself quite well known
throughout the community. I
loved to hear the stories about her)
what kind of make-up she wore,
tea she served, or perfume she wore.
It was a Wednesday afternoon
when my mother was finally in-
vited for tea at the Adams house.
Mrs. Adams had invited both my
mother and myself to come to her
afternoon tea. I could hardly wait
to see the inside of her house.
People had said that it was quite
beautiful, just as beautiful as Mrs.
Adams herself) they said.
My mother and I dressed up
pretty fancy that afternoon. She didn't say so)
bur 1 think that my mother was almost as ex-
cited as I was since she was wearing the white
blouse that only came Out for "big" days. A5
we walked over to the Adams house, I was so
excited I could hardly contain it. I was going
to get to spend rhe afternoon with the lovely
and delightful Mrs. Adams. I wanted to hear
about the city and the styles of the city. Antici-
pation grew within me as I thought of learn-
ing how to grow up like her. I would smell
like her, talk like her) and look like her.
The Adams house was white with black
trim around the windows. It was not a big
house, but it was definitely elegant. Lattice
trim laced the porch that was situated at the
front of the house and flowers decorated the
window boxes and well-manicured front yard.
Mrs. Adams met us at the door. She looked
lovely as ever as she welcomed us with her warm
smile and beautiful voice. The house smelled
like Mrs. Adams) a mixture of cinnamon and
roses. I think that it was probably the cleanest
house I had ever seen. Itwas a woman's house,
with dainty flower wallpaper covering the walls
in the parlor} where we were sitting. Flowers
that almost matched the wallpaper decorated
the coffee rable.
Mrs. Adams served us tea and little biscuits
that she said she had made herself. My mother
and I thoroughly enjoyed that afternoon, My
mother enjoyed visiting with Mrs. Adams so
much that she invited the Adamses ro come ro
dinner on Thursday evening. "Oh, we would
love to come to your house," said a smiling
Mrs. Adams.
My mother prepared all day Thursday for
that dinner with the Adamses. We worked on
the roast and the vegetables) making them look
good for Leo and his wife. They were coming
at 6:00) bur we were ready early; though} just
in case they were to come before 6:00. I won-
dered what Mrs. Adams would wear that night.
I always liked to see what she was wearing.
At 6: 15) Leo came to the door. He was by
himself. I thought probably Mrs. Adams was
sick. Leo came up to the door and knocked
on it heavily. "Hi Leo)" said my father as he
opened the door for him) a little confused to
see him at our house alone.
Leo had a look on his face that told me
Mrs. Adams was nor going to be coming to
our dinner that night. Nausea flooded my
sromach. Leo stood. there at the door with his
hands in his pockers. "Uh, Frank, the missus
and I can't make it for supper tonight," he said
quietly) not looking up when he talked.
"Is something the matter?" my father asked,
and Leo continued to look down at the floor.
He was always pretty quiet and that evening
was no exception. He didn't really say any-
thing for a minute after my father asked the
question. When he looked up) I thought that
I saw a tear in the comer of his eye.
"Well} nor much really" said Leo. "Urn ...my
wife has run into some troubles. They called
me today again. I get a call pretty much every
month)" he said) talking faster as he went on.
"She gor caught again) this rime it was in some
fancy jewelry store. They catch her most all
the time now. Doctor says that her taking all
that stuff is for attention. They've got her in
custody; and I'm going to get her tomorrow
morning." He turned to leave. "Thank you
for the invitation) though," he said softly and
walked out into the darkness.
Maybe Leo did go and get her that morn-
ing, but I never did see Mrs. Adams again.
People wondered for a long time where she
was) bur Leo just said that she had gone back
to the city. That was the place where she felt
that she belonged,
Candace Hup
Possession
Madison)
About last night's conversation - I will
honor your desire to not COntact you for a
while, but Ihave one request. I would like to
get my coat and hat back some time if irs not
tOO much trouble. I'd really like that striped
sweater back too) if you don't mind.
Jeremy
Mr. Sensitive)
Thank you very much for the considerate
email. I'm happy to hear that you're okay
with walking out of my life forever just as long
as you get your stuff back. Remaining as civil
as I can) all I have to say is) if you want your
crap)come over and get it. Oh, and by the way,
do you want back all the cards you gave me
too? They're in a gray box at the top of my
closet. I can rake them down if Ihave to. And
what about Malaysia) that teddy bear you gave
me for Christmas? While we're at it) do you
want back the pajamas you gave me and the
Dave Matthews CD and An Affair to Remem-
her? I'd ask if you want back the purse you
gave me for my birthday when we went out to
eat at The Olive Garden, but I know that you
probably would have no use for it. Then again)
maybe you could give it to your new girlfriend
for her birthday this year. Ifyou think. that I'm
a little bitter about your last email then ... DING
DING DING-you're right! Next time why
don't you think. a little bit about what you're
writing before you make yourself look like a
completely insensitive jerk.
Madison
aka); Madison, what do you want from
me, huh? You asked me to leave you alone for
a while) so Ido what I think seems best along
this course of action) and I get bitched at. If!
talk to you, I get bitched at. If my ernails are
too shorr and direct, I get bitched at. You said
yourself that we should nor talk. Hey, I'm not
fine with "walking our of your life)" bur you
made that decision. What can I do? Sorry if
the last email was cold; there was more I wanted
to say, but I thought it better to go along with
your request. I just want my coat back. I
thought it would be nice to have for sledding
so my newer one doesn't get ripped on the ice.
Hey) if irs that big of a deal) forget it.
Jeremy
Dearest Jeremy)
Since when do you go sledding? You know,
it's not the coat. I don't even like Florida State,
so why would I want a Florida State coat? It's
just the motivation behind the whole request
to get your stuff back. In my short fiction
class}we analyze one five-page story for an hour
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and a half. My brain hurts after I get out of
that class, but I'm glad that we picked apart
every derail and brought meaning into what
could've been insignificant. So your request
for the coat and hat seems insignificant to you,
huh? Look a little deeper and maybe you'll
understand why I'm so bitter.
Madison
Maddi,
Like I said, I just want my coat back. De-
spite your thinking that there's some symbolic
motive behind this all) there's not. Ijust want
the coat. I'll stop by sometime tonight to get
it. Let me know when you'll be around.
Jeremy
Jeremy,
I'll try not to be around-this may be a
wise decision to evade any confrontation. My
door will be unlocked, I already washed the
coat for you so it won't smell like me because)
you know, your girlfriend might not like that
if she got too close to you and smelled my
perfume on your coat.
Madison
Maddi,
Thanks for talking to me for a while last
night. I know that you think. avoiding each
other would be an easier means of healing than
spending time together; bur I still really want
to be friends and I love to talk. to you. By the
way; I accidentally left my gloves in your room.
Could I Stop by and get them sometime?
Jeremy
Monica D, Schaap
He
You don't nibble"
You inhale.
You don't gloss over..
You go spelunking
You don't hum a few bars ...
You orchestrate
You never giggle ...
You guffaw
You never rush ...
You're already there
You never demand ...
You whisper
Sara Lamb
Carpet
Jenny is eleven. Billy is nine. Daddy used can help yOll clean up the basement. Make bow Excess flakes pile out of the box spilling
to call Jenny his little princess. He used to call sure you pick up the dirty bowls in front of OntO the floor.
her that quite often. Billy was once Mom's the TV Vacuum too. I'll be home for supper. "whar do you think you're doing dork?"
pride and jar Now he's not sure what he is. If your father Stops tell him the papers are on Jenny roared, "Get your hand Out of that box
Usually Mom would be home, but she didn't the desk in the den. ya little terd." She pounces off the stool, like a
feel very good so she went to stay with Aunt cougar from a tree. She grabs hold of the box
Jan. Aunt Jan is a nurse. Mom left early, about Love, and rips it off Billy's arm. Billy starts [Q punch
five thirty. Mom his sister in the arm. He hits her hard as he
Jenny got up around seven thirty. She screams) "Give me my box! Give memy box!"
makes her way down the dark hallway to the Jenny read with little emotion, as if she Jenny kicks her brother in the chest causing
bathroom. Billy awoke a few minutes later to were hearing a bad joke for the third time. She him to fall onto his back. With his legs still
his sister brushing her teeth and flushing the sets the note down and heads to the fridge for crossed she thinks he looks like a toppled turtle.
toilet. Sttunbling out of bed, the green and some O}. She returns to the island and pours With a sense of gratification Jenny rums and
orange pajama clad child makes his way to- herselfa large glass, hops onro oneof the swivel begins heading towards the living room to
wards the bathroom. stools and takes a big gulp. As she drinks the watch cartoons. Over her shoulder she calls,
"Jenny, hurry up, stupid butt!" ':;~:~~~:~5~S;:;::~~:'7-'="-~""-:-=::~~-::~"You're such a little wimp sometimes."
"Shut up, worm breath. You'll wake ~ --.--'.:::;- : :_..-;'..",:;-~-=.... As soon as the stinging words
Mom up." ~~~-~;~~~--=.._..:~~' reach Billy's ear, he jumps to his feet
Jenny had finished brushing her --:=.::.-: ~_ •.: _ _. ' and rushes Jenny. Holding his hands
:~~~E~~:~~E~:~~t::~,herrime G;~~1~~~~:.~:.;~~~:~fE~~~~: sh~:i~~~~r~
"If you don't shut up) I'll never let ~~~~~~~~.~._--e'.1 ': .•.-: squeal electrifies the room. Billy rams
you in." f'· " ,~ his sister into the corner of the black
This seemed to confuse Billy for a _=..._~__. ~__~._..:~:-...:=__....;:...'~'.:"._".:' Italian leather sofa. Shouting, "Give
moment. But soon he re-gathered his ,,~ ~ ,_ _ me my box!"
:tsfl;:;;/':;'~ ~~~~~7y~~/i~!I~e;~,;i:2::::~--c-....:~ Je~y ~~~~~~tI::~Ya~:~i~ ~ ~~
Mom will ground you forever." --..;F...... _ =-_ She smashes the box into her little
Jenny had dealt with this before, ~. brother's head - - three, four, five
"Go ahead. See if I care." With a few ~- --_ .. z : = ..,..;_. rimes. She does nor stop until Billy
more twirls of her bangs Ienny's mis- I bursts into tears. Billy cries a lor. AJ·
sian was completed. She exits the room \11 most everyday, unless Dad was home.
victorious. This could be seen in Billy's ._ .._. \I Jenny stops hitting her brother. Billy
tormented face as he desperately clutches .__ ..:...:::..-;.0 rises to his feet and screams, "1 hate
his crotch. He rushes by her, fearing ~~;::~ you! I hate you! I hate you!" He
that it might already be too late. With a I~~~~~~;~continues to scream as he races back
sly grin Jenny bounces down the stairs. up the stairs to his room. About half
The third step still carried the remains way up he hears, "Go ahead and cry
of grape Kool-Aid, ground into the ya little baby. If you didn't cry so
coarse tan carpet, there for life. Jenny much maybe Mom wouldn't get so
skips the step. Jenny always skips that mad all the time."
step. Billy sits in the middle of his bed
She rubs her eyes with balled up clutching his knees to his chest, rock-
hands, helping them adjust to the mom- ing back and forth, back and forth.
ing sun. Her tiger claw slippers stick to the juice, Billy enters the room. He tries to make himself stop crying) but he
kitchen's linoleum floor, like shoes in a movie Jenny greets her brother with, "Mom left can't. No matter how hard he tries to stop, he
theater. Making her way to tile fridge, Jenny me in charge today. So you had better do keeps crying. With tears streaming down his
avoids the island counter with internal prcdc- what I sayar else she might not come home cheeks, Billy starts throwing his toys at the wall.
termined guidance. On the way by Jenny this time." Picking up the last of his Matchbox racecars,
catches a glimpse of tattered yellow paper rest- "So?" Billy shoots back as he heads to- Billy pauses, turns, and walks out the door
ing on the cluttered counter top. Turning, so wards the cereal cabinet. He sits Indian stvlc and down the steps. Jenny is sitting on the
her freshly adjusted eyes might focus on tile on the cold floor and opens a box of Fros;ed plush green carpet. Since she is in charge, she
papyrus cloned product, Jenny takes hold of Flakes. He grabs a handful of the sugared ce- munches on a cinnamon roll.
the note with the rips of her thumb and fore- real and tries Sniffing it all into his mouth. Half Jenny hears her brother, turns and asks, "So
finger. Her eyes slowly adjusted to read: crumbles upon impact and falls to the floor. ya done whining, baby?" Bill)' responds by
Jenny) I went to stay with Aunt Jan for a Billy's attention turns to the back of the box taking aim, winding up, and letting the tiny
little while. Make sure Bill)' brushes his teeth where the picture of a sheriff's badge catches car sail out of his hand as hard as he can. He
and makes his bed. There is plenty of cereal for his eye. Billy's mind begins to race with images meant to hit Jenny. He meant to hit her right
breakfast) and Spaghctti-O's for lunch. Don't. offlashing lights, jail cells, and high speed chases between the eyes. This did not happen. Billy
let Billy have more than one pudding pop. He as he rummages through cereal up to his cl- watches in horror as the racer flew above the
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desired destination, striking instead Mom's fa-
vorite antique crystal vase.
The crystal glass descends towards the floor,
falling with the grace of a ballerina. The vase
seems to remain motionless for a moment be-
fore shattering into the cold carpet. The chil-
. drcu follow the descent with widened eyes and
open mouths. Suddenly the silence is broken
with a stomach twisting crash, causing the chil-
dren to jump against their will. Instantly; tiny
slivers shoot out like silent blow dares from a
tribal warrior's mouth. The shavings bury
themselves into the thick brown shag, ready to
pounce at the first unsuspecting bare foot that
passes. Slowly a cloud of fear rises from the
wreckage like steam from a manhole. Unknow-
ingly the children breathe it in. It invades their
pores, and consumes their lungs. The children
slowly raise their terrified eyes from the floor,
waiting for a response.
Jenny looks at Billy Billy looks at Jenny
They both look at the shattered vase. Strewn
glass covers the carpet.
"Fix it, Jenny! Fix it." Billy whispers, hold-
ing back the tears.
"I don't think I can, Billy" Jenny replies in
monotone.
"Whar are we going to do?"
JUSt then the children hear a noise in the
front entry. Tiny eyes shoot high intensity
glances at one another. Their racing minds are
flooded with a singular thought, run! Jenny
turns and sprints up the stairs, losing a tiger
slipper on the way. Billy is close behind. At
the tOP of the stairs, Jenny ducks into her
room. She dives under the covers and tries her
best to slow her breathing. Billy, shaking with
fear, and afraid he might throw up, follows his
big sister's lead.
The tWOhuddJe together under the sheets.
Jenny closes her eyes. Billy does the same. With
eyes closed hard, their ears stand at attention.
The house moans and creeks with movement.
The light sound of footsteps fills their ear-
drums as their eyes open wider. Then curi-
ously, but not unexpectedly the footsteps halt.
Suddenly a high pitched shriek rings OUt. The
sharp cry of pain sends shock-waves though
the children. They do more than JUSthear the
scream. They can feel their own welling up
inside as well.
Jenny glances up at her brother, who has
started to cry ever so softly. She rakes Billy's
hand in her own and leads him Out from un-
der the covers. Cautiously, they look at each
- other, knowing what they must do. With Jen-
nifer in the lead William follows dose behind.
They descend the tan carpeted stairs slowly
Jenny steps on the third stair.
There on the living room carpet sits their
mother. She is barefoot. She rocks back and
forth as tears roll down her cheeks. Her eyes
are bloodshot and swollen. Blood drips from
her bare left foot. Hearing them she glances
up. They stand at the foot of the stairs - - Billy
in his orange and green pajamas, Jenny with
one tiger slipper. The children don't move.
They stare past their mother to the kitchen,
examining a man at the edge of the carpet who
is quietly drinking from a glass of juice.
Gary Hamon
Titania
or
How Oberon, King of the Fairies, Sat Thinking lust
Before Dawn While MOSQuitos Buzzed, and How
His Right Hand Felt So Empty
There is a glint of silver in your eye
that is 100 bright for steel.
And ohl the curve of wrist - or fist.
It makes too little difference:
all is unfair[y fair.
The moon always was at your shoulder.
lJ'nae Vandermeulen
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Belugas
I remember one time we had a biologist
who came through here doing a study on the
belugas. Apparently he'd been studying books
about them for a while, but he'd never seen a
real one, just pictures.
He hung around the beach waiting for the
belugas to swim by, and annoying people. He
tripped over their setnets, and bothered them
while they tried to strip fish to dry for winter.
He was writing some kinde paper on what
beluga whales ear, and was kinda having a hard
time figuring it Out. So we tried to help him
out. We told him, belugas eat salmon, smelt,
and seals, depending on the time of year.
The biologist sighed deeply. "Beluga whales
do not eat salmon. Their mouths are shaped
all wrong and their teeth are tOOlittle."
We tried to tell him, "They do!" But he
just sighed again, stuck his big nose up in the
air, and wrote something on his clipboard.
We would've left him alone them, but he
got Fish and Game to work with him, and they
closed the Wood. River for subsistence fishing
so this guy could play in his little government-
issue boat and float around all day with a cam-
.era. Iguess he was waiting for a beluga to swim
up close and throw up for him.
We needed fish to eat for winter, and began
to get pretty impatient waiting for the river to
open back up. Finally; Henry Wassily couldn't
stand it anymore. Him and me took a picture
down to the Wood River Dock, where that
biologist was pulling in his little boat for the
day We asked him) "Have you seen belugas eat
salmon ycr!"
"I've told you people before, beluga whales
do not eat salmon! They've got the wrong
kind of teeth, wrong head, and they don't swim
fast enough."
Henry handed the guy his picture.
The picture showed us cleaning belugas last
year. Me and Henry were standing next to one
with irs belly cut open. The beluga was gorged
with red salmon. The biologist just stared.
Henry said, "They don't eat salmon huh?
Then how'd those fish get in there? Swim lip
his ass?"
The Wood River re-opened for subsistence
fishing soon after that.
Stephanie Timmerman
It is the Friday after Thanksgiving in 1980.
My dad is giving my pregnant mother a break
for the afternoon by taking me, their only child)
along with him to his girls' varsity basketball
practice. Iam three years old. Ipractice bounc-
ing the big) leather basketball on the stage with
both of my hands while he coaches his team.
The stage is my designated play area during my
dad's practices. When my ball rolls off the
stage and onto the floor, one of the girls on my
dad's tearn runs to retrieve it for me. She brings
it up to edge of the stage where Iam standing.
"Here you go, curie," she says, smiling at
me. "Do you like coming along with your
daddy to hi? practices?" she asks.
"Yep," I say as Ishow off my excelling drib-
bling skills to her.
She runs back to the other girls and they
giggle about how adorable Coach's daughter
is. I like those girls. They always want to play
with me during their water breaks and before
the basketball practices begin. They like to
touch my curly blond hair and hold my hand
when they take me to the drinking fountain.
At night, my mom asks me about basket-
ball practice as she tucks me in to bed. Itell her
about my dribbling and playing with the girls.
I tell her that dad lifted me up on his shoulders
so that Iwas high enough to shoot the heavy
basketball into the hoop. She hears about the
three baskets that I made and the two that I
missed because "daddy was wiggling too
much." She strokes my hair as she listens and
then kisses me on the forehead before standing
up to leave the room. "Good-night, sweetie-
pie," she whispers.
It is the first day of school in September,
1982. My mom is holding my hand as we
walk the three blocks to the elementary school
where I will go to kindergarten. I am part of
the red class) and so are three of my best friends.
I am five years old and am excited to play with
the other kindergartners. My mom walks with
me through the orange doors into the kinder-
ganen hallway. Once we get to the classroom)
I push my mom away. "I am going to play
with Justin, mom. See you later!" I run into
the toy-filled room.
The first day of school is a complete suc-
cess. I make four new friends while we are
playing with the big) red boxes that are painted
to look like bricks. Justin tells me that he wants
me to be his girlfriend. I accept his invitation
and tell the other kids in the class that I am his
girlfriend. We play on the playground, and I
run faster than most of the boys in my class. I
run with Kelly and Laura as we play tag with
the boys.
Mrs. Holden, my teacher) tells my parents
that I am very well-behaved. She tells them
Awards I Cherish
that I am "making so many friends" and "a joy
to have in her class." "She is a very happy and
bright little girl," Mrs. Holden says about me)
a statement that I remember.
It is two weeks before my sixth birthday,
and I am not in school today because it is a
blue day. I am playing on our swing set with
my little sister, Becky. I am showing her that I
can swing higher than she can on our swings.
She stops swinging when she knows that I
have defeated her and moves on to the glider
swing which has two seats facing one other
with a platform between them. The glider
swing makes a swishing sound as it brushes the
tops of the grass underneath.
"Let me push you. I can give you a faster
ride)" I tell Becky as I bound off of my single
swing onto the ground.
"No, don't push me!" she yells at me. She
is standing on the platform of the swing with
one hand on each of the long metal bars that
attach the glider to the swing set.
"Sir down and let me push you!" I exclaim.
I put both of my hands on the backrest of one
of the sears on the glider and begin to push
her. Becky does not sit down. She continues
to propel the swing on her own by standing
on the platform and moving her body back.
and forth.
Icannot move as fast as my sister is moving
the swing and lose my balance, tumbling to
the ground just in time for the rapidly moving
swing to glide on top of my face. I feel a
terrible scraping on my face as Itry to scramble
out from under the swing.
My sister jumps off of the swing and runs
to my side. "I'm sorry) Candi! I'm sorry)" she
cries out to me as I walk. away from her toward
our house. I reach my hand up to feel where
the swing hit my face and feel the warm, wet
blood flowing from the cuts. A stream of
blood joins my tears as it pours from where a
bolt has ripped through the skin JUSt above
my eye. With my tongue) I can taste the blood
that is inside of my mouth. One of the bolts
from the swing has cut a long) diagonal line
through my cheek. At this discovery I begin
to scream and cry for my morn.
Mom meers me at the door. She was just
about to call us in for lunch. She takes me into
the kitchen and tells me that I should not look
in the mirror. While my mom calls the emer-
gency room) I see that Becky is crying on the
slide of our swing set in the backyard. I watch
her sitting there and want to tell her that it
wasn't her fault.
"Think about happy things) honey," says
my mother in the front seat of our blue Pontiac
station wagon on the way to the emergency
room. I am holding a warm, moist washcloth
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to the wounds on my face. My mom is crying)
and I try to comfort her by telling her about
happy things) such as what I want for my up-
coming sixth birthday
The doctor talks to me about McDonald's
hamburgers and kindergarten while he sews
the gashes in my face back. together again. I
leave the hospital content that my face has been
repaired. In my eyes) the wounds are compa-
rable to mat of a skinned knee and have been
mended by a few stitches and some butterfly
bandages.
Iam eight and Erin Orkin has JUStinformed
me that I am not one of her friends because of
that thing on my face. The other kids in my
second grade class echo Erin's statement by
choosing me last to be on their teams) and I
never get asked to be anyone's girlfriend any-
more. For the first time in my life, I am not
confident in myself. I realize that I am treated
harshly because I look different.
The school photo day reminds me of the
difference created by the ugly scar on my face
when me photographer says) "Hmmm ....how
are we going to take a picture of you without
getting that scar in there?" He works to rum
my face in several different angles) adjusting
his lights in order to avoid catching my scar in
the picture.
When school pictures arrive) Iask my mom,
"When is that scar going to go away from my
facet"
She looks at me and says, "It will fade with
rime) and people won't notice it anymore.
Someday maybe you can wear makeup to cover
ir up."
My sister) who is coloring with her crayons
at the table says, «Your scar is gone, Caridi. It
was sewed up) 'member?"
I am thirteen and sitting in me office of Dr.
Ron Farlen, a plastic surgeon. He is a tall man)
with a perfect, scar-less face. He asks us why
we have decided to try to fix the scar on my
face. I tell him about the mean pictures that
the other kids in my class have drawn of me
and slipped into my locker and notebooks. I
tell him that I haven't been able to cover my
scar up with makeup.
The doctor informs us mat I cannot have
plastic surgery because I am too young. The
scar on my face is diagonal and cannot be
mended because it goes against the natural grain
of my skin. I am crushed at his diagnosis and
leave feeling defeated.
In me waiting room my sisrer and brother
are waiting for us. My sister asks innocently,
(What did he say?"
I tell her the bad news through tears) and
she smiles at me. She says} "1 haven't noticed
your cuts since they stopped bleeding, any-
how. Everyone else just doesn't know you
well enough to see how pretty you really are."
Iam eighteen years old and my senior class-
mates have voted me as the "Most Photoge-
nic", "Best Hair", and "Best Smile". Some of
the other girls that "campaigned" for the awards
are jealous of my good. fortune. I have no idea
why Iam chosen to receive such awards. Iam
the girl with the scar. I am the girl that they
didn't want to befriend because of the mark
on her face.
These appearance awards do not mean
much to me. I am eighteen and my teachers
have voted me into the National Honor Soci-
ety: I am eighteen and am voted "Most likely
to Succeed" by my classmates and friends. I
am eighteen, and these awards are what matter
to me. They mean that I have mended, that
my scar has faded and does not cause others to
doubt my abilities.
CandaceHup
Confusion
Even though
You tell us
Nobody is better
Than the other;
Spider spins
His web.
Even though
You reveal
Your mysteries;
The antelope
Still graze
The land.
Even though
You died;
Weeds
Still grow
Between
The flowers.
Even though
You pour
Love
On me;
Masks
Cover faces.
Even though
I see
Your work;
With patience-
Only then
Will I see your plan.
Iolcnc Wastrel
Carrie
Girl who captures caterpillars is holding
hands with me, spinning wildly around in
circles, trusting me to hold her up.
Sitting on my lap, a comfortable weight,
she puts her face by mine. Iam startled by her
U1.lSt,her acceptance, her touch.
I was not even a stranger before. Only five
days of knowing we've had, and before that,
not even strangers.
Perhaps her sister has talked about me in
phone calls home. Her sister has shown me
pictures of her and by her, "See how she colors
the butterfly in brilliant colors; she won't color
things the way they are, adds more colors."
The rainbow splotched animals. «See, she col-
ors in the lines; she's very good for her age,"
says her sister.
II.
At the football game she hides beneath the
bleachers, tickles my ankles, again and again,
never tiring of the joke. I hold her hands away
from my ankles firmly, tired of laughing, but
after I let go she pauses, until I'm mostly un-
prepared,' and tickles again. A football game
full of tickling ankles or sitting beside me on
the bleachers in the eye-squinting sun with her
small body pressed against mine, or on my lap,
her head against my ribs. And it's my ankles
she chooses to tickle, my lap she sits on. The
others she attacks with her tickling fingers once,
twice. And then she comes back to me.
Her hair, done up by her sister that morn-
ing in a French braid, has mostly escaped.
There is still the skeleton of a braid twisted
tightly against her head, bur most of her brown,
light hair is wisped out, curling around her
face It hovers about her head, is blown by
wind to my face as she sits on my lap.
III.
«Colette, come here," she says.
Nor yet. I want to sit at me dinner table a
little longer.
"Colette, will you playa game?"
After dinner I play Slap the Bcrrybird with
her. We shriek in the pleasure of competition.
Her brother comes over and discovers her
cheating, unknowingly, I think. He insists she
give me more of a chance. She doesn't.
Later and earlier she braids the hair on her
doll, braiding one strand, asking me to braid
another. She doesn't play with dolls much,
her mother says. Finished with her strand) look-
ing at mine, she compliments me on my braid-
ing ability.
She shows me her jar of caterpillars-wooly-
bear caterpillars, my favorite kind. She shows
me the cats, Caffeine and Monet, shows me
her red ballerina dress which she decides to
wear although it's a chilly SOrt of autumn and
the dress is sleeveless.
IV
In winter she comes to see her sister sing --
after the program is done, she pulls me around
the room. I try to stay in the coarroom, sup-
posedly helping our. She tries to pull me out.
Eventually I'm Out. She is still holding onto
illy hands. Iask her something about the con-
nection between free will and an omniscient
God. She says, "I don't know what you're
talking about," and keeps pulling on my hands.
"Oh no," says her brother. «She's going to
be hyper. She's always hyper when she's
around you."
Is this your tittle sister? someone asks.
No.
We spin around in circles. She is holding
my hands, leaning back. Trusting me to hold
her up, head back, laughing.
ColetteJohnson
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Will Somebody Please Tell Me How This
Thing VJiVrks?
I was eating supper with "The Man" the
other night in the cafeteria when he suddenly
waved discreetly at someone to my right. Like
a fool, I looked to see who it was. Itwas "The
Girl," and I'm pretty sure I turned a nice shade
of red. I'couldn't say anything to her. She was
beautiful, intelligent, popular, athletic, and a
Christian-in short, our of my league. "The
Man," in his all-knowing power, described her
best: "She's sweet in both senses of the
word ... she's got a sweet personality, and she's
'sweet." Boy, that made me feel better. Now I
really felt upbeat about my chances. You see, I
am the President of the NBA. No, not that
NBA. The "No-marbles, Backbone-lacking,
Anri-savoir-faire, Brotherhood of the Occa-
sionally-used Right Stuff" NBA. We who are
a part of this society possess the "Right Stuff,"
we just don't capitalize on it. Sometimes we
use it, but that happens about as often as
Northwestern cancels classes for snow. Basi-
cally, \ve have No Guts.
Women, you will find, are a mystery to us.
When it comes to asking our a woman there's
no denying one unmistakable fact: we're just
plain chicken. When that certain girl comes
near, we fall apart. All motor performance
malfunctions, verbal proficiency is reduced to
strange sounding syllables, and the room tern-
perature begins to rise at a thermonuclear rate.
(There is speculation that these occurrences are
caused by an allergic reaction to swallowing
butterflies that have adverse reactions in the
stomach.) We have plenty of "friendsv-an
unofficial rule of the NBA is that you have
heard the "friends" line at least a half-dozen
times. We can hold conversations with them.
Maybe it has to do with the mentality that
we've already screwed that one up as much as
we can. Bur when we come into contact with
someone who catches our eye, we seem to for-
get we have the Right Stuff. Still, now and
then one of us will come through.
The patron saint of our fellowship is Knox
Overstreet from the movie "Dead Poets Soci-
ety." Though he wasn't overly good-looking
or popular, Knox realized that he had some-
thing special, and he risked rejection, physical
abuse, and other obstacles to win over the girl
of his dreams. He had big-time guts. He had
the Right Stuff because he believed in who he
was and what he offered, and he won her heart
with the power of his sincerity. One member
of our society recently followed Knox's ex-
ample and in the process left our society Out
of nowhere he called up the object of his affec-
tions and asked her our on a date. She agreed.
Now we call him "The Man." We look up to
him for having the guts to lay it all on the line.
He risked being shot down for something that
had the possibility of being better. As much as
we idolize him, we don't follow his example.
We'll admit it-most times we are afraid of
rejection. We don't have any guts holding us
together; nothing giving us confidence in who
we are. By nor putting ourselves on the line
we're "safe." We constantly scrutinize our be-
havior, wondering ifwe said the right thing} if
we should have made eye- contact} if that
phone call was too long and now she's an-
noyed because we wasted her rime. ""Wl-lAT
ARE THEY THINKING?!!?" we want to
scream. We lack the nerve to seize the day.
Heck} we can't even seize the second.
We know that every relationship, friends or
otherwise, has to start with that simple first
encounter. Whoever said it was simple should
be drug into the street and shot. My friends
and I volunteer to shoot first. We don't even
have the willpower to go up to someone we
may be attracted to and say "Hi} how are you
today?" We're reluctant to put ourselves on
the line for something that could be really
wonderful. We want to, but vve also know
that the bad comes with the good. This could
be rejection, or worse} isolation. There's noth-
ing worse than getting to know a girl, finding
some guts, and she not only turns you down,
but then severs all contact with you.
Let me give you a typical example of a NBA
member. Not long ago one of us (we'll call
him "Josh") had the opportunity to corne in
contact \....irh a girl-a real, living, breathing
woman. He'd never really met her, but he was
determined to say something to her. Josh took
a deep breath, walked up to her ...and before
he could say anything she turned and said,
"Hi Josh, how are you?" Josh recovered after
a brief shock, kicking his jaw up off the floor
soccer-style and slapping it back into place. If
you know Josh} you know he has a hard time
talking to some girls-but this one he had
trouble breathing around. He talked to her
briefly, after which Josh realized he'd like to
get to know her better. So he prayed that God
would give him an opportunity Hey} did you
know God answers prayers? A few days later
Josh was out to eat with "The Man" when
"she" came in and sat near them. "The Man"
nudged Josh} but Josh chickened out.
Though he had the opportunity, he didn't have
the moxie to do anything about it.
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Josh realized he had missed a good oppor~
tuniry especially after "The Man" reminded
him of it several hundred times. Bur Josh de-
served it. So without really considering the
consequences (read: without thinking), he sent
an e-mail to the girl. (Ah, courtship in the
'90's.) The next day at lunch, who should be
entering the cafeteria at the same time but the
girl and her friends. Would you believe Josh
talked to her? My gosh, he actually did sorne-
thing about it! A real conversation! With
multiple word sentences even! It was a glori-
ous moment. It took four guys to pull him
back down from the douds after that one.
When you get down to it that's what hav-
ing the Right Stuff is all about. It's about
seizing the cia); and having guts. It's about
believing in yourself and having the moxie to
pull off whatever you desire. It's about risking
what you have for someone special. It's abour
confidence, but it's also about being humble.
It's about remembering 1 Corinthians 13. It's
remembering that love is in fact patient, kind}
trusting, and never ending. It's about being
comfortable with who you are and who God
made you. WeNBA members could learn some-
thing from Know Overstreet and "the Man."
Josh Thomas
Logic
You told her I was cool
Which means you know my name
And the Sible says when words leave your lips
They come from your heart
And you said my name
So I W<lS inyour heart
And I kind of liked it
So I was wondering il I might be able 10 live
there.
Sara Lamb
There is a picture of a friend at a corner of
my desk. The friend is always smiling at me.
And there is a one-page letter to her in my
desk. I started to write the letter before last
Christmas, but I have not been able to com-
plete it yet. Suddenly I quit writing the letter
and wondered what I wanted to tell her, even
though I know that she will never respond to
me.
I don't remember exactly how and why
Motoko and I became friends. It was six years
ago) in my freshman year of college that we
met each other. When I noticed that we were
always together) Motoko was already my
friend.
Everyone liked Motoko very much. She
was never loud while being around people.
She was always smiling and listening to every-
one. She was enthusiastic about learning some-
thing new from conversations with her friends.
Moroko and I both dreamed of our fu-
ture. I talked about what I should do in my
future) and she talked about what she wanted
to do in her future. Motoko thought it was
much more important to think and do what
she wanted to do rather than what she needed
to do. To me) all that she wanted to do did
not seem so special) exciting) or interesting.
Motoko liked listening to music) especially
American 50's and 60's music. She bought
fashion magazines whenever we went to a book
store. We both loved window shopping.
High-heeled boots and a short brown jacket -
this was her favorite fashion style. She chal-
lenged herself to learn French. I guess that she
dreamed of going to a cafe in Paris someday.
We loved Italian pasta. I can't remember how
many times we went to an Italian restaurant
and discussed it.
She had a talent for drawing and painting.
She didn't often show me her work, but I
thought that she must become an artist in the
future. She had a part-time job at a bakery. '<I
an) getting good at making sandwiches)" she
said proudly. Her bakery didn't have many
customers, but it was a good place for us to
hang out at night. It was the most enjoyable
time in her life) just hanging out with her
friends.
In my junior year, right after June 23,
Moroko's 23rd birthday, she was suddenly
hospitalized. I recalled that Motoko told me
that in her high school days she had a serious
disease that the Japanese government listed as
one of the most malignant diseases. She there-
fore spent most of her high school days in the
hospital. "I didn't like my high school days,"
she said. I hoped it wasn't the same disease.
One Silent Friend
When I went to inquire after Motoko with
a friend, we realized that she had had a relapse.
Motoko only glanced at us. And then her eyes
drifted around the ceiling and she stared at the
beautiful June scenery through an open win-
dow, and never looked at us) and never talked
to us. I didn't know what to say. Instead of
talking to Moroko, 1 talked to her mother.
Before we left) her mother said) "Corne see
Motoko anytime."
On the way back home, I was disappointed
with myself because I could not do anything
for my friend. All I could do was cry. And
there was hope. I said to myself many times)
"Since Moroko once recovered from her seri-
ous disease) this time she must recover soon."
I decided to visit her as many times as I could.
I believed that was what friends were for) and I
hoped so.
When I visited her at the hospital for the
second time, she was already in a coma. She
.had been moved to a private room. It was a
small and depressing room) but it had good
scenery from the windows. When the win-
dows were opened, refreshing summer air came
in ..
Since my second visit) I talked to her par-
ents as ifI charred with Motoko. I talked about
what I studied at college and what I did with
friends. I told them about the movies that I
saw, the restaurant where I had delicious pasta,
and the clothes I bought before I came to the
hospital. I told them that most of my friends
had starred to look for a future job, and I had
decided to study at Northwestern College af-
ter graduation. Motoko's parents listened to
my apprehensions about the future.
I kept talking to her parents, even though
Motoko never responded to me. The only
thing that I heard was the sound of Motoko's
breathing. Before I left the room for my home)
I grasped her hand for a minute) and said «See
you later." I wished she could recognize my
voice) feel my hand, and someday wake up
from the coma to answer me.
One day 1 visited Motoko with many
friends. We gave her a thousand paper cranes
that we made for her with our wishes for her
recovery. And a few days later, Motoko's
mother told us that she said something while
her mother read our message card. We were
excited about it. We thought that this might
bring us good news.
On the morning of December z lse, 1 got a
phone call from Motoko's father. It was the
worst phone call thar I'd ever had in my life.
Motoko died without saying anything. Her
father asked me to lee all her friends know about
her death. While I talked to friends on the
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phone, I hated myself for explaining without
any tears what happened to Moroko. Every-
body said) "You are telling a lie) aren't you?" I
was too young to lose a person whom I could
call "my friend."
Since then) three years already have passed.
Every year we are supposed to gather at
Motoko's home on her birthday and before
Christmas. And since I starred to study in the
U.S,) I have sometimes written to her parents.
And I have had more time to talk to Motoko
in my mind) even though she has kept silent.
Motoko has given me the energy that I need
to see negative things positively and to over-
come my hard times. Her death lmade me
realize that I should do all that I want to do)
rather than doing what I have to do.
There is a picture of smiling Motoko on
my desk. There is an uncompleted letter to her
in my desk. I wondered what I wanted to say
to her, and quit writing the letter for a while. I
do not believe in any magic and miracles.
However, ifl could make my dream come true)
1 would like to talk to Motoko one more time.
And I would say, "He); Moroko! I finally
wrote this story about you."
I wonder what she would say to me.
Miyako Kryama
priorities
because when you boarded
that last bus
outta town
you were so tired
you could only sit,
wanting to sleep
!
I
you noticed the woman
across the aisle
sitting alone
crying and needing
and when she caught your stare
you just looked away
you were so tired
but what if you were
her only chance
tired, but put there
purposely
and what ifyou just,
exhausted, slept
Pamela Mueller
When the Night isFalling
"When the night isfalling)
"Mommy; will you French braid my hair?"
I remember sitting in the brown wooden chair
with its scratched varnish and wobbly legs that
every couple months my father reglued. In
the yellow-linoleum kitchen with its oak cabi-
nets, my mom would stand over me as I sat in
the chair. She would wet down my blonde
locks and with her white rat-tailed comb, she
would separate my hair into strands that she
interwove into the perfect French braid. I
could feel her fingers gently pull and shape as
she guided my head down with a slight nudge
so she could make sure the bottom of the braid
by the nape of my neck was secure. Then she
would select a matching ribbon to tie in a per-
feet bow at the bottom of my braid) smooth-
ing the sides back.
And the day is dane,
I remember shopping with my mom in the
late summer before my third grade school year.
We were in the girls' department of Richman
Gordman, our department store of choice at
the time, and we picked out a royal blue and a
purple pair of corduroy pants. Then I got
turtlenecks with delicate prints on them to co-
ordinate with the pants. I remember morn
tossing a brown belt in the shopping cart as I
examined the Tinkerbell Iip-gloss, carrying case}
and perfume on sale in the midst of the sweat-
ers. My third grade teacher Mrs. Becker always
said I looked cute with my corduroy pants
and French braid.
I can hear you calling} «C01Ju.»
"Hello)" I answered the phone.
"Hi} Nancy} I'm just calling ... "
"No} wait. This is her daughter. I'll get
her."
"Oh, you sound just like your mother."
"1 know," I said.
I wilt come while you sing over me.
I remember learning to French braid my
own hair. I starred at the top of my head and
separated a piece of hair into three sections.
Then I started sliding my fingers up the side of
my head like Mom's comb used to travel in
order to pull in more strands of hair. It took
forever for me to learn, and my arms burned
from holding them up so long. Then I gOt it.
I raced for the hair tie I had ready and then
showed Mom. She was excited and helped me
smooth the sides as she always did. 1 didn't
care if it was a rather rough braid} and neither
did she. I had done it.
Men the night would hide my way,
"No) Mom. Caron is the one I went to see
the movie with. Jenny is the one I went ice
skating with."
"Oh. How is Jenny then? Did you two
have a good time ice skating?"
"She's fine) we had a grand old time) and I
only fell twice."
"Good for you} honey. Did Caron fall}
too?"
"Good grief) Morn."
I will listen until I hear yO'usay}
1 remember going through high school
having to repeat myself. I swore Mom was the
ditziest person alive} but I loved her. She al-
ways made muffins for the teachers and fac-
ulty and made me deliver them to school. It
was one thing she remembered to do on a regu-
lar basis. I politely responded to the sincere
thank-yous from Mrs. Plurnfers, Mr. Mayfield}
and the others. Then my senior year} Inoticed
something didn't look quite right with the
platter of muffins as it sat on my passenger
seat. As 1drove) 1kept debating whether or
not to try one. Finally, I picked one up} peel-
ing the silver cupcake wrapper off the edges of
the muffin, took a bite. This bitter flavor filled
the substance in my mouth} and I spit it back
into the wrapper. Needless to say; I dumped
the whole batch into the dumpster on my way
to school. Mom must have forgotten some-
thing pretty important in that batch of muf-
fins. When she asked) I told her everyone ap-
preciated the muffins again this year.
"How I love you ..
"How about this one?" mom asked} hold-
ing up a pink and purple striped sweater as we
shopped in Marshall's.
"Ouch) Mom} please. That's almost pain-
ful. Iwon't wear pink} for sure. And It's gotta
be pretty rare for me to wear purple-never
pink and purple together. I'm not in third
grade anymore." I found a navy blue pullover
jacket and put it into the cart as mom kept
looking through the sweaters.
Child} I love you ..
I walked through the door after work the
summer before my freshman year in college.
"I'm home}" I yelled throughout the house)
not noticing mom sitting in her recliner.
"who are you?" she asked me with an al-
most frightened look on her face.
I thought she was joking. "Is this a philo-
sophical question to prepare me for school}
morn! Let's see ... "
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"Tell me who you are and get out of my
house before 1call the police!" Mom was stand-
ing then) completely serious in what she said
or) rather, yelled.
I was too stunned at first to answer, but
then 1 screamed) "Mom. It's me. It's your
daughter. What's wrong?"
"1 have a daughter?" she became calm again.
"\iVhat's your name!"
She looked at me so blankly. I felt tears JUSt
well up in my heart} spitling out my eyes. All I
could do) all I could say was} "It's me} Mandy.
You're Mom. You're home. This is our house. >l
I JUStsaid that over and over. Finally; I led her
down to her recliner again. She was still in her
bathrobe from the morning with its delicate
flowers of pink and blue. She felt foreign to
me. She was like a zombie. I didn't know
who to call. The receiver was in my hand, but
my fingers were frozen. Like a bad movie I
guess I called 91 I. Then Igot a hold of dad.
"Urn, Dad} please come home ... it's Mom." I
felt like a zombie myself.
How I loveyou} Child) I loveyou. How .. »
I walked into mom's room at the hospital.
So far} tests showed that for some reason)
Morn's memory was gone} especially short
term. That's what the doctor said, anyway: So
far? For some reason? That's all they could
say?
Mom was sleeping. I looked around at all
the balloons and flowers people had sent.
Funny thing was) she didn't remember any of
those people now. As I sat in the chair by the
bed) I could smell my dad's aftershave. I knew
he had to leave for work) but he must have
been there all night. As I sat down, Mom's
eyes fluttered open, and they rolled over to
look at me. She sat up. "I should know who
you are. I'm sorry" She looked so hurt} so
pained.
"It's aka); Mom. It's okay." And I reached
over to smooth the sides of her hair like she
always did.
NaomiAnneMetz
"Will you play Barbies with me, Candi?"
she called up the stairs for the eighth time. "You
said you'd play Barbies."
Isat quietly in my bedroom pretending nor
to hear her. 1 didn't feel like playing Barbies
with her that afternoon. She was sitting at the
bottom of the steps, telling Mom how 1 had
"promised" to play Barbics with her if she
would leave me alone for one hour.
The hour of solitary enjoyment was over,
and 1 was now doomed to my sentence of
Barbies. It is not that 1 didn't like to play
Barbies, especially with Becky because she was
the best person to play them with, 1 JUStdidn't
like it as much as 1used to. 1didn't want to tell
her that, though, and made my way out of
silence and into the hallway
She was waiting there by, the crude struc-
ture of scrap lumber that our dad had put to-
gether in the form of a three-bedroom town
house. She stood. only a little taller than the
dollhouse, which was an advantage for her. She
did nor have to reach down as far to her dolls
as 1 had to.
"Go get your Barbies," she said, smiling up
at me. She always got so excited when I would
play with her. She had pulled out her shiny,
pink Barbie Corvette and was already pulling
out a wardrobe for her dolls. We kept all of
our doll clothes in a blue overnight case) and
did not keep any of them individually
As we continued to play with our Barbie
dolls for the rest of the afternoon, once again it
seemed that my sister was more intent on watch-
ing me play with my dolls in my dollhouse
than actually playing with her 0\VJ1. 1 scolded
her for this: "Don't watch me! Don't you
know how to play?"
She looked at me with a pained look in her
large, chocolate eyes. "I'm sony All of my
dolls are taking a nap," she said. Whenever she
could nor think of something for her dolls to
be busy with, she would by them down for
naps. Sometimes 1 think that her dolls slept
for 36 hours straight in Barbie time.
"Well, get them ready; I am going to come
and pick you up for the dinner party in five
minutes," I instructed her.
"Okay!" she squealed, excited at the pros-
pect of playing Barbie dinner party. 1 could
hear the "ph wit, phwir" of her red corduroys
as she tromped over to the overnight case. She
hummed while she looked through the clothes
for suitable dinner party attire. I don't know if
she did this to purposely annoy me) bur she
was always humming.
When ~ Played
"Stop humming and get ready," I told her.
My dolls were all ready to go. I loaded them
into the Redwing shoebox, which doubled as
a Chevy Astra Mini-Van. "I am picking you
up in 30 seconds and you'd better be ready"
The van was running on the driveway while
five of our best friends waited inside of it. We
were hoping to get going and beat the after-
game rush at Perkins. "I'll be right our," she
called to me from the top of the stairs. "I
cannot find my shoes. Do you know where
my shoes are?"
Of course 1 didn't know where her shoes
were. "I haven't worn them lately;" 1 said sar-
castically. The chances of my having worn
Becky's shoes were pretty slim as her shoes are
four sizes smaller than mine. "Come on, they
are waiting!" I yelled.
"Do I look okay?" she asked on our way
out the door.
I looked down at her shoulder-length,
mahogany hair and critiqued her outfit of a
flannel shirt and jeans. "You look ..... aka};" I
told her. She looked beautiful, but I didn't
want her to get a big head. I was proud to take
her our with my friends. They all loved her.
She could make them laugh so hard without
even trying.
"You played really good tonight, Caridi,"
she told me on our way out to the van. "The
team wouldn't have won without you to-
night," I heard her say as 1 buttoned the last
button of my letter jacket.
Our friends opened the van doors for us,
and we climbed in. The music was playing so
loudly we could hardly hear ourselves talking.
As we drove I could hear my sister in the back
seat singing loudly to the music. I turned
around to look at her and saw that she was
dancing obnoxiously. 1 wanted to scold her
for embarrassing me, bur couldn't help laugh-
ing at my bopping little sister in the back seat.
"We are having turkey and P0l.ltoes for the
meal," she explained to me as I pinned another
curl to the top of her head) which was quickly
becoming a mass of curls.
"Does that hurt?" I asked her of the most
recent bobby pin I had stuck in her head.
Slowly I was creating a prom goddess right in
the humble surroundings of my parr-time bed-
room -- parr-time because I only live there when
I am home from college for the summer.
"No," she said. "Could you turn the radio
up?" One of her favorite songs was playing. I
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held to her hair with one hand and reached for
the volume knob with my other hand. "Will
you do my makeup, too?" she asked quietly.
1 had known that she would want me to
put her makeup on for her, and 1was excited
to get to do it. 1 had the perfect colors to
match her shin); silver dress. 1had told her she
would look good in silver, and she had taken
my advice. The dress complimented her petite
figure. She looked like a miniature runway
model.
"Have a good time tonight," Isaid to her as
she walked our the door.
"Thanks, Caridi," she smiled at me. "I'll see
you later."
"Please come home, Caridi" she said to me.
"I really need to see you. 1 am not doing so
well," she cried into the phone.
I looked our of my window to the blow-
ing snow and knew that the road conditions
were dangerous. "I'll be there} 1 promise," 1
told her, almost in tears myself. She had been
getting sicker for some time now, and it
sounded as though she had gotten much worse.
I thought of the memories that 1 may never
make with her again and knew that I needed
to get home to be with her that night.
My greatest encourager needed encourage-
ment from me, and 1 loaded up my little white
Chevy Celebrity to go home to her. Each mile
traveled was a mile closer to Becky She was
there, waiting for me. When I pulled into the
drive} 1 could see her pale, skinny face watch-
ing for me in the picture window. She hugged
me when I walked in the door. Her hair was
broken off in tufts and did not shine anymore.
I pretended not to notice the changes in her
and smiled.
'Will you come up and listen to my new
CD player with me!" she invited.
"Sure," 1 said and walked up the stairs with
her. Once at the top of the stairs} I saw her
turn to look at our Barbie houses.
"Do you remember playing Barbies?" she
asked, and without waiting for an answer said,
"You were the best one to play Barbics with,
Candi."
Candace Hup
--
Eugenie began shopping for lamps the day
after the pastor of the Lutheran church
knocked on her door at 5:43 in the morning,
weeping for some long-lost love. She had al-
ready forgotten that what she was really shop-
ping for was not really a lamp, or even The
Lamp, but rather a new keyhole to see the world
through. The present one was faulty or at the
very least inadequately lit, because it failed to
illuminate the world in the way she knew, deep
down knew, it ought to be. And so she spent
a lovely Saturday afternoon in early fall shop-
ping for a new lamp for her apartment.
The apamnent itself was new as well. Not
so new that she felt like a houseguest and forced
herself to hang her towels neatly on the bar
and sit with good posrure) as she had for the
first week) but still new enough that the smell
of the carpet-cleaner the manager had used
between tenants mixed with the slight musk of
the plants that were so new that she remem-
bered to water each of them the recommended
number of times per week. All of this newness
had contributed to the feeling that she might
also need a new keyhole and) therefore, a new
lamp. Well, that and the fact that the somber
pine trees which the original owner of the
building containing her apartment had found
appropriate blocked nearly all of the light that
would) conceivably; have made the lamp re-
dundant.
But that doesn't matter because the truth
of it is, on this particular Saturday afternoon
that was so lovely and autumnal, Eugenie was
indeed shopping for a lamp (or The Lamp) at
Benny and Belle's Furniture Shoppe. She
didn't know exactly what she was looking for
but, like most shoppers) she had a list) con-
scious or subconscious, of what she didn't
want. The conscious list went something like
this:
1. Nothing brass. It tarnished too easily and
looked like something her Great-Aunt
Eugenie would have owned. Being named
after a person did not mean you had to
share their taste in lighting fixtures.
2. Nothing so modern and asymmetrical that
it looked like it would tip over at any sec-
ond. She had enough insecurity in her life
without having to deal with an unbalanced
lamp.
3. Nothing with stained glass. She had her
own apartment for the first time in her life,
and although she didn't plan in partaking
of any sin) recreational or otherwise) she still
didn't feel like she needed a window to the
church in her private domain.
Beyond these conscious criterion for lamp-
selection) Eugenic had several sub-conscious
ones:
1. Nothing with a pure white shade or base.
Between her mother's occupation as a
Lampshade
nurse's aide at the community hospital and
the incessant hints towards marriage made
anytime a wedding announcement, jewelry
store) or white dress appeared in her
mother's line of vision) Eugenie had a defi-
nite aversion to this color. She often had
to go to the extent of inventing boyfriends
to placate her mother, including the cur-
rent "Steven)" a pre-law student she had
supposedly met through a friend.
2. Nothing with tassels. When she was in el-
ementary school, the school would take the
students to the Shriner Circus every year
for their field trip. At the beginning of the
show) men in tasseled hats drove around
the floor in little cars) and Eugenic always
thought they looked like they had
lampshades on their heads. Eugenic's fa-
ther had previously explained that saying
somebody had a lampshade on their head
meant that they were drunk) and the televi-
sion had taught her that you should never
drive drunk. Therefore) she thought the
little men circling wildly in their little cars
were behaving most irresponsibly a major
sin in her hometown. Because of this)
Eugenie avoided tassels as they were sym-
bols of irresponsibility and) by extension,
drunken debauchery; a phrase she enjoyed
intensely but avoided acting Out.
3. Not one of those halogen floor lamps. A
friend of hers who had since lost touch had
once told her that she thought they looked
phallic. Eugenic had disagreed with her at
the time, but ever sense had felt slightly un-
comfortable around them. She never iden-
tified the lamps as the source of her dis-
comfort because she would avoid looking
at them and leave the rCKHTIas soon as grace-
fully possible.
With these criterion firmly imbedded in her
mind, Eugenie went into the furniture store
through the monumental doors covered with
composition rosettes painted a cheery and in-
viting shade of dark orange. It reminded
Eugenic of the paprika her mother used to put
on chicken casserole for special occasions, like
when her brother came home to visit. He was
in the Navy. In the grand tradition of second
sons throughout western history) he had
wanted to leave and see the ocean. Everyone
had told him it was a good choice, that women
loved men in uniform) that it was a good wage
for a young man, and that they trained you so
that you could easily get a job when you got
out. Marlin wanted to be a sonar operator)
but his geometry score didn't qualify him. He
was currently a dental hygienist on the U.S.S.
Kearsarge, which everyone said was a great pro-
fession because maybe he could become a full
dentist someday. The time before the last time
he came home, Marlin had cried in Eugenic's
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arms late one night in her old bedroom, sur-
rounded by the waving mint wallpaper she
had chosen because the coolness of that color
seemed to wash over her when she looked at it.
Eugenie had never seen her brother c1)' before,
or at least not since he was seven and their pet
rabbit had died. Eugenie had brushed his hair
lightly and awkwardly just as she had to that
dead rabbit long ago. But the last visit was
much better, and he had beamed at Mother
over the paprika casserole, and so Eugenie was
in a good mood when a salesman - not Benny
himself, but a brother - walked up to her and
asked how he could help her.
"Lamps," she said.
"Hmrum!" he said.
"I need a lamp. No brass, no stained glass)
nothing toO modern."
The salesman nodded sagely and, by look-
ing at her and knowing the town) deduced the
aversion to white on his own. As the furniture
store didn't sell halogen lamps of the type that
distressed Eugenic but rather left that to the
hardware and oddments store down the street,
two of the problem categories were avoided
from the outset. The first lamp he showed her,
however) did have a tassel.
Eugenie shook her head. "I don't like the
color. That shade of yellow looks tOO much
like goldenrod, and I'm allergic."
Now) in order to prepare herself for the dif-
ficult ordeal of this shopping expedition)
Eugenic had worn her favorite shirt) a thick
knit henley of rich yellow, faded and fuzzed
with age. The salesman glanced at her, nodded
again) and made a mental note to avoid tassels
as well) the base being simple dark wood and
unlikely to disturb anybody even at the deep-
est sub-conscious level. Therefore) the rest of
the tour of the furnirure store was uneventful)
the salesman avoiding brass, stained glass, any-
thing too modem) white and tassels. The fact
that Eugenic did not, in fact, buy a lamp that
day was due more to her unwillingness to com-
mit than to any inherent fault in the lamps
themselves. After nearly an hour of surveying
lamps with a critical and self-conscious eye) she
went home feeling distinctly unfulfilled.
When she arrived back at her apartment,
there was a message on the answering machine
from her mother saying that she planned to
attend an estate auction in Minton later that
week and did Eugenic want to go and while
they were talking about it, what about
Thanksgiving, which was really only weeks
away though it seemed like just yesterday was
Easter and would Eugenic please call her back.
Eugenic always replied to her mother's mes-
sages promptly, more out of a sense of fear
than filial obligation. If Eugenie did not reply
in a reasonable amount of time - usually less
than two days . her mother would "pop by to
"see if everything's alright." Eugenic's first apart-
ment was, unfortunately, in the same small
town of her parents' first apartment and tWO
subsequent houses. She was quite pleased with
the fact, though, that it was on the «wrong
side of the tracks," so to speak, or as close as
one could come in Veuderton, which had nci-
ther rail transportation nor a noticeable popu-
lation of the Wrong Types. Still, it was only a
little over a block away from what passed for a
Den of Iniquity in the town and surrounding
area - Bozo's Bar. The large new building with
irs large sign on the highway was one of the
more noticeable features of Venderton, much
to the dismay of its more respectable residents.
Something about the obscenely blinking red
nose on the plastic sign that always seemed to
be missing at least one bulb stuck in the mind
of highway travelers so that, even days later,
seemingly harmless images of circuses or Christ-
mas reindeer evoked a disturbing mental por-
trait of Bozo) half in shadow but blazing forth
in intermittent crimson constancy. When the
wind blew hard enough to pull the branches
of the pines away from her windows, Eugenic
could see the slight shimmer of the blinking
red light on the far wall of her bedroom.
It was, in faa, the construction of Bozo's
Bar that had caused the previous owner of her
building, a Mr. Gustavson by name, to sell
what had previously been Gustavson's Funeral
Parlor to the present owner) a Mr. Manilov, who
converted it into five apartments. The dis-
tasteful associations with the previous use of
the building and the proximity to Bozo made
the rent astonishingly cheap for a slightly more
than reasonably decent apartment. A5 its loca-
tion by Bozo was a bonus in Eugenie's point
of view, she felt quite self-congratulatory over
her apartment and low rent and, therefore, paid
her rent several days in advance most months.
Eugenie did not Jet the faa that "most months"
referred at this point to only September and
October infect her growing feeling of constancy
Her sympathetic feelings towards that flash-
ing red light had made her briefly consider
buying one of those lamps in the shape of
stoplights so that she could turn on the green
light during the day and turn her small group-
ing of house plants into a verdant jungle and
use the red light while she slept, which for some
reason made her think she might get erotic
dreams. She wasn't necessarily opposed to this
idea, but the source of the newfound wealth
that allowed both the apartment and the lamp
carried with them a certain degree of guilt that
Eugenie could not avoid. Her reasonably rich
Great-aunt Eugenie had left her namesake sev-
eral thousand dollars in her will. She had prom-
ised a bequest to any female child named after
her) but had cut the other two out of her will
when they both got pregnant before the age
of 17. A5 she had earned the money, more or
less, for good behavior as much as for the name
given to her before she had any power over
these things, she felt guilty proving the old
biddy wrong after her death. And so Eugenic
had not purchased the stoplight lamp) though
she had not yet ruled out the option of col-
ored light bulbs.
Eugenie had always known that the color
of the light was significant. When she was still
quite young, before starting school and when
they still lived in a rather ugly house that had,
by some unfortunate accident, been painted a
rather bright salmon pink, Eugenic used to
love watching the sun set behind their house.
The changing tight somehow managed to turn
the rather shabby; comic pink into a brilliant
coral, brighter than anything else on the block,
maybe the town) and garishly glamorous.
These discoveries about light had been rein-
forced in high school by the nearly startling
change in the appearance of her own face un-
der the rather dim, incandescent bulb of the
bathroom at home when compared to the rows
-,"
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of bright fluorescent scrips at school. She some-
times wished she could invite one of the high
school boys into her bathroom where she oc-
casionally buoyed herself into feeling almost
beautiful. Eugenic sometimes thought that
the color of the light was her main problem
with the world, as if all of the important details
and answers were fading out because they
matched the color of the light, all the shapes
were being flattened) all the merely normal
things somehow made uglr
Eugenic had actually bought a colored bulb
- a sapphire blue that looked both bright and
ominous in the package, but not nearly so ter-
rifying as the blood red one next to it. She
had climbed up on one of her mismatched
kitchen chairs and surreptitiously screwed it
into the socket for a few hours. When she
looked at her own image in the mirror with a
colored bulb ill the seeker, she saw completely
different things - different contours) slightly
glowing downy facial hair, a light streak in her
hair jusr above her left temple from when she
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was in a car accident as a sophomore in high
school. That scar was one of the most exciting
things that had ever happened to her, the great-
est drama of her relatively short life, and yOll
couldn't even notice it in normal light. In
blue though) it looked like a silver streak, him-
ing of mystery or tragedy or a space age streak
of light, as through a keyhole.
The last time Eugenie had peered through
a keyhole it had been in the early morning and
the streetlight had colored the light slightly
yellow. She had the front apartment of the
building, and the ornate and heavy double
doors that were leftover from its days as a fu-
neral home. She had no peep hole) but there
was a key hole, covered by a swinging cover,
which she used at this time only because of the
extreme lateness of the hour and the bizarre
dream of squirrels gnawing at the comer of the
old pink house which had been interrupted
by the fevered knocking and doorbell chimes.
Eugenie kneeled on her new rug and peered
wearily through the small keyhole) as if spying
on the entire world) trying to get an angle that
would allow her to see enough of whoever
was disturbing her at 5:43 a.m, trying to de-
termine what course of action) if any, could be
considered reasonable. 'When she recognized
Reverend Huns table, the pastor at the
Lutheran Church in Venderton, she opened
the door with bewilderment but not extreme
trepidation.
The pastor did not seem to recognize her)
which was not unusual as Eugenic herself was
not one of his "flock" but only knew him be-
cause he had once driven a vanload of high-
school students to a retreat an ex-boyfriend - a
real one - had convinced her to attend. The
ex-boyfriend) whose name was Ryan) had been
active in the church for the same reason that he
had dated her and hung up neatly trimmed
lewd photos in his locker) which was to prove
to everyone) and most especially to a girl named
Lucille Beauregard, that he was not gay. He
had married Lucille right Out of high school
and Eugcrue had given them as a wedding gift
a tall glass bell, like those seen over fancy dishes
with French names on the covers of cookbooks.
She had picked it up at an auction on a whim
because it reminded her of that retreat, where a
speaker had tried to convince them that as good
Christian youth) they should think of them-
selves as under a glass bell: protected from the
outside world) but always watched by it. The
image had given her nightmares for weeks. She
dreamed she was Snick inside that bell, press-
ing against the walls like a cruelly-tricked mime,
suffocating as her entire high school watched.
She doubted Ryan even remembered that
speaker, and knew that Lucille had been bewil-
dered, but it had made her feel as if their rela-
tionship, such as it was, closed itself with that
gift. They had already been breaking up by
the end of the retreat, and Eugenie had spent
the van ride home sitting in the front seat of
the van, not even attempting conversation with
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Candies from Strange Pockets
I pressed my nose against the frosted kitchen
windowpane and curled my toes over the heat-
ing register blowing warm air up my legs. The
darkening sky outside indicated that the tem-
perature was falling, and the trees that shad-
owed our yard began to twist and bend as the
wind picked up. I wondered where my dad
was.
It was February, and Februarv is hunting. -, D
season m rural Alaska. My dad and his bud-
dies often took off on their snow machines
(or snowmobiles, as they are called in the lower
forty-eight) as soon as the first streaks of red,
orange, and gold lit the horizon. I was never
up to see them off, but I was always waiting
when they returned) each snow machine pull-
ing a sled with a moose of caribou carcass.
Somehow, they never missed. I suppose it was
because each man was hunting for food, not
pleasure. A rifle shot is steady when a family's
life depends on it.
I never wor-
ried about my dad
on these trips.
An Alaskan na- -,
tive, half Aleut ! i\
and a quarter
Inupiat Eskimo,
with a lifetime of
experience, I fig-
ured he knew
what he was do-
ing better than
anyone. Every
winter there were
several deaths be-
cause people got
lost hunting or
traveling, and 1 was very accustomed to my
Uncle John calling my father on the telephone
and telling him where the search party was
going to meet and who was lost. Dad told me
once that "A snow machine can take you fur-
ther in ten minutes than you can walk back in
a day." There's a lot ofland to get lost in when
you measure distance that way. But Dad never
got lost.
I looked at the little round spot my nose
had left on the windowpane and listened hard
for my Dad's snow machine. I hear my mother
banging potS behind me at the stove, and I
heard my brother and sister watching cartoons
in the living room. But no snow machines.
Dinner came and went, and still, no snow
machines. No men in big black snowsuits and
heavy boots came tromping into the kitchen
leaving little puddles of melted snow. My
mother began to look worried, and that scared
me most of all. My sister Amy and brother
Michael started to fight} ;nd f~r once Mo~
didn't say}"Just wait till your father gets home!"
the Lutheran pastor} while the rest of the group
peered over the back of the middle bench at
some magazine they were making sure could
not be seen from the front.
Eugenic was not at all surprised, then, when
the Lutheran pastor did not recognize her. Her
calm acceptance of this fact in no way prepared
her for what the man did next: namely, tear
down one of her hanging plants and, burying
his face in its still somewhat sparse leaves, wee~
copiously for several minutes.
Eugenic sat down on the edze of the one
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chair she had so far acquired and watched him
for some time. She imagined that his mourn-
ing had something to do with the previous
purpose of her apartment building and that
her poor plant} now very well watered and
slightly torn, took the place of some flower or
posthumous love-token from his past. As she
smiled at her invention of a secret sorrow for
the Lutheran pastor - some wide-hipped, soft-
lipped woman with a mischief in her eye that
bums her - Eugenic realized JUSt how much
she needed a lamp in her apartment.
It was not that she wanted to be able to
rum on some light and dispel the absurd phan-
tasm that seemed somehow to have invaded
her new apartment, because Eugenic did not
in reality feel as shocked as she felt she should
be as she watched the balding man weep on
her nondescript brown carpet. In fact} it was
the very mundane quality of the whole scene
that suggested to her that her light was wrong,
that her light was blending tOO many bizarre,
abnormal and downright wrong events into
normality.
Eugenic had never been radical and did not
expect the world to behave radically either, es-
pecially to the point of changing the quality of
light to suit anyone person's) especially her
own, will. She did, however} think she had
some right to effect the way she saw things.
She thought she out to have at least have con-
rrol of a small wedge of light, though: a win-
dow} or a...a keyhole through which she could
view the world. This keyhole she could light
at her discretion and, with control of nothing
but her own movement} focus in certain lim-
ited ways by changing her own angle and per-
spective. She told herself that, especially to-
night, that seemed an almost comically realistic
expectation.
The next morning, Eugenie awoke in the
chair with a terribly stiff neck and stubbornly
vacuumed damp dirt from her carpet of a nearly
identical color before returning her mother's
message of the day before at a time she was
ne~ly sure her mother would be getting gro-
cenes, so no one would answer but the ma-
chine.
"Mother, it's Eugenie. Do you know of
any auctions or thrift shops that might be seIl-
ing good used lamps?"
Lynae Ulndermeulen
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It grew later and later. Still, nothing. Mom
sent us to bed, saying, "Your Dad will be here
in the morning."
Vie all went quietly, probably for the first
time ever. Amy and I crawled into our beds
and she asked me, "Do you think Dad's lost?"
"No, of course not, stupid!" I lied hope-
fully.
The next morning I ran out to the kitchen
and looked around. The coffeepot was not
on. There was no game of solitaire on the
kitchen table. Dad's snow machine was not
parked next to the screened-in shed, where no
pieces of meat dangled in the cold. And Mom
was on the telephone to my Uncle John.
The kitchen was full of people that day.
They brought casseroles and puzzles for Amy
and Michael to do. They patted Morn on the
shoulder} and passed me from lap to lap. The
clock hands crept around the circle of num-
bers until it was dark
again. I stood at the
kitchen window and
made another small
nose-dot in the frost
as Iwaited. Nothing.
Supper was quiet
that night. Mom
made Spaghetti-O's
for us, a treat that we
had when Dad was
out of town, but
none of us seemed
very hungry. She
rented a video too,
something that
hardly ever hap-
pened at out house
because Mom said videos kept you from think-
ing. It didn't work. I stood. at my window-
pane until the register left its marks on the bot-
toms of my feet} deep pink grooves that felt
hot from the metal. The heat had been turned
up a little, since we were entering a cold snap.
In bed that night, I hear my Morn on the
phone to Uncle John, who had been out look-
ing for Dad all day. Iheard Mom start to cry as
she hung up the phone. Ihad never heard my
mother cry before.
The next morning, I geared myself up for
another day of strange laps and candies from
strange pockets. I practiced my smile and the
way I held my breath to keep from crying. I
S3t up in bed and looked out the window}
afraid ro see fresh snow and icicles forming on
the roof.
That's when I saw the screened shed in the
yard full of meat} and I heard him laughing in
the kitchen.
• •
....
Stephanie Timmerman
• •
I am eight years old and I'm at the Univer-
sir), of Iowa hospital in Iowa City. When I
first came two years ago, my height and weight
didn't even appear on the percentile chart. I'm
on the chart now, but I learn other disturbing
news: for almost one year Ihave stopped grow-
ing. The doctors say my bone age is that of a
f ve-an d -a -half-year -old.
I hear the jokes. "How's the weather down
there?" someone asks. "The same as it is up
there, jerk," I reply. "where's Josh? Has any-
body seen Josh?" they ask, purposely looking
over me. Or there is the famous stomp-on-
the-ground, "Oh-no- I -squished- Jash!" joke.
Ha ha, very funny No really I'm laughing on
the inside. I am shy, smart for my age, and I
love to read. This makes me a target. It doesn't
help that I never get in trouble. I play SpOrtS,
but physically I'm behind everyone. To make
things worse) my parents get a separation, and
suddenly Dad is far away.
I'm in third grade and I'm told I need
glasses. "I'll look like a gcck," I plead. "People
are going to laugh at me." But I get nowhere.
The first day of school I am excused to get a
drink. There's only one other person in the
hallway, and it has to be him. "Please God}
anybody but him." He walks past without a
word, then erupts into loud laughter behind
me. A few tears roll down my face, but I don't
let anyone see.
It is my fourth grade year. My parents have
worked things out, and Mom, Aaron} and I
move to Centerville to be with Dad. I'm now
the "new kid" in school, which makes me dif-
ferent. I don't know anyone, and most kids
already have their set groups of friends.
I'm in the hospital again. I have JUStlearned
the results of an overnight, 24-hour test that
will determine the cause of my growth prob-
lem. The diagnosis frightens me: pituitary
dwarfism. "Dwarfism" jumps out at me, and
I'm scared. As part of the test, doctors find
that a new drug makes my pituitary gland work
normally. As a result I have to begin taking
Protropin, a synthetic substitute for human
growth hormone. There's a catch: it has to be
injected. Now I have to get a shot six days a
week.
....
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I'm in junior high. My body and voice are
changing, and my social lifestyle is forming. I
am a top student, but that isn't "cool." I play
football, the "cool" sport, bur my pads are roo
big and] sit the bench. The coaches yell at me
because I can't block guys twice my size. I am
a starter in basketball, but I don't score a lor of
points. I'm not as fast, as strong, and can't
jump as high as my teammates. I outthink and
Perseverance
outhusrle them) but nobody notices.
"Jors thinks you suck)" one of my team-
mates tells me. "1 think you do, too." I can see
his logic. After all, he hardly plays and Jars
scored 16 points because I kept passing him
the ball for lay-ups. Bur they don't notice.
In band an older) bigger kid swears at me,
calls me nJl11es,and even threatens to kill me. I
don't know what I do to provoke him. I am
discovering girls) bur they don't notice me. I
fed inferior, worthless. One day I find a pen-
tagram scratched into my locker door. No-
body notices.
All they notice is that I am a seventh grader
who looks like a fifth grader.
I am in eighth grade. We move to a new
school where I stand out as the "new kid" again.
I tl)' to make friends, but it isn't easy to break
into groups that have been together through-
out school. Dad is my math teacher. Class-
mates whisper that I get good grades because
of Dad. I am fourteen years old, and I often
feel like crying. I'm told that my parents give
me everything, that they influence the other
teachers. I hide behind my books and try to
ignore the comments. I stand out because I
don't follow the crowd. It's like writing my
own death sentence.
Another visit to the hospital. The doctors
S3Y I am progressing with Illy shots. I don't
sec it. My bone age is still two years behind.
Many girls are bigger than 1 am. The doctors
tell me I could be as tall as my parents, maybe
an inch more if I'm lucky. Dad is five-foot-
eight and Mom is five-foot-three.'
I'm in high school now. Kids know they
can get under my skin) and they do it every
chance the)' get. One classmate tells me I am
"booksrnarr" but have "no common sense."
His reasoning is rh.ir I can't drive a tractor,
which apparently is all about common sense.
I rlay four spans. D.H.i IS rhc head coach for
three of them. I'm J "wimp" became I run
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cross-country instead of playing football. ]
don't drink or smoke. I don't party. I do
what's right. Bur many of my classmates find
these reasons to mock me.
I remember:
I'm home on a Friday night, crying because
I can't take it anymore. All the taunts and
jeering have become too much. I can no longer
hold it in. My parents try and console me.
"You're just a late bloomer," Dad says.
''You)U catch up eventually"
"Don't be ashamed of who you are," says
Mom. "The teachers all say good things about
yOtl, how you are a good student and a good
kid. Your values will help you in the future.'?"
I am living through Hell and being told to be
patient.
I remember:
~'Yousuck, Thomas. No one likes you. The
only reason you play is because your dad's the
coach." The expectations are overwhelming.
One mistake, and they ride me to death. If I
am perfect, they hate it just as much. People
talk behind my back. Parents yell at Dad and
me from the stands, bitter that it's nor their kid
on the floor. It doesn't matter that I am the
smartest player and hardest worker our there.
My JV coach tells Dad that I am a smarter
player, but the guy playing ahead of me is stron-
ger. My best friend and another kid tell me
that I only play because of Dad. I escape to
my room in tears and Mom, who rarely gets
upset, tells them off and sends them home.
I remember:
I am a senior. In basketball I am sixth on
the team in minutes played but third in assist
and steals. Our cross~counrry tearn qualifies
for state for the third consecutive year of our
fourth-year program. The football team goes
1-8. My baseball teammates vote me "Most
Dedicated" and "Mr. Hustle." I'm second in
my class, captain in four sports, drum section
leader, Student Council member. I feel some
respect from those who used to mock me.
Bur mostly, I remember:
I'm a junior at Northwestern. I stand six
feet tall. I'm not muscular like a bodybuilder)
but I'm toned like a runner. I'm on Orienta-
tion Staff and a Summer of Service member
with Athletes In Action. I run cross-country,
indoor, and outdoor track. I'm elected cross-
country captain for my senior year by my team-
mates. I'm on the Dean's list with grad school
in my future. I no longer worry what others
think of me. I'm no longer afraid of the spot-
light. And short people are my friends.
Josh Thomas
Listening to Silence through the Moonlight
In a small quiet room, there is only a piano
and me. I close my eyes.
It is night. In the darkness and silence, the
moon shines above a deep lake. A water drop
falls into the lake from a dark green leaf. An-
other one drips. Water rings in the lake are
sparkling in the moonlight.
And then I start to play "Moonlight So-
nata."
It was two years ago that I suddenly de-
cided to take piano lessons at an American col-
lege, even though in Japan I had not touched
a piano in almost [ell years. I wondered why I
needed to play the piano in the U.S. I knew
that I liked the sound of the piano and for a
long time I had longed to play it again. Be-
cause of my poor English, I was afraid of liv-
ing in the U.S. without expressing myself well.
"1 need the piano to express myself," I listened
to the voice in my mind.
One day I had supper with my
roommate and some of her friends at
the cafeteria. Everybody was joking
and laughing with each other. It was
fun for everyone. Except me. Isome-
times laughed with them, even
though I didn't know what was
funny But most of the time, I was
quiet. After supper, my roommate
asked me to hang out with them for
a while. "I have to stud);" I said. But
I went to a piano room instead. I
played some pieces, and suddenly
quit playing and started to cry I
didn't like myself who could not
laugh heartily, like my American
friends did.
During the first silent year at an
American college, I didn't really speak
up in class. Usually I didn't under-
stand what we needed to discuss. And even
when I did know, I didn't understand what
my classmates were saying. They seemed very
clever. ':Am I thinking, or don't I have any
opinions?" I often felt that I had no brain,
there was only darkness in my mind. Iquietly
recalled later how much Iwanted to sav some-
thing in class and repeated what I wanted to
say at that time while I played the piano.
Also in my first year, Icould not sleep well
because of toO much studying. Whenever I
even tried to take a nap, I gave up within fif-
teen minutes. It was so noisy in my mind. My
brain was still working and ordering me,
"Miyake! You need to do this assignment first
and go to the Writing Center, and then write
another paper. You don't have enough rime!"
So instead of taking a nap, I played the piano
to erase the noise in my mind and Jet myself
relax.
Now I think that I could not have sur-
vived my life in the U.S. without "Moonlight
Sonara." When I started to practice "Moon-
light Sonata," I realized that I had finally found
the piece through which I could express my
feelings. Whenever Iwas happy, I played this
piece. Whenever I was sad and alone, I lis-
tened to my mind and calmed myself down
while playing "Moonlight Sonata." This piece
was always with me.
One night I watched a play based on the
Bible. Everybody said that it was a good play.
Everyone was impressed with the play, except
me. I didn't understand the play at all. I felt
really uncomfortable while Iwatched it. My
roommate, whom I like so much, explained
the story of the play for me, and then said to
me:
"People who don't believe in God will go
to hell."
"You mean that Iwill go to hell because I
am not a Christian?" I asked.
"Yeah," she said sadly.
"Okay," I said and left our room.
I played "Moonlight Sonata" man)' times.
I wanted to erase my roommate's words. I
didn't hate my roommate because of what she
said to me. Iknew that she loved me, and she
honestly tried to help me. However, I hated
the words that emphasized how different we
were. I wondered if I could not understand
her and she could not understand me because
of our differences. The differences made me
sad. "I cannot go back to our room," I re-
peated in my mind.
After I played "Moonlight Sonata" for a
few hours, I went back to our room. I smiled
at my roommate and started to talk to her as if
nothing had happened. I decided rhnr I was
not going to tell my roommate or anyone else
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about my feelings about what she had said. I
wished I was a person who could love my
roommate by overcoming our differences.
Nobody knew about my feelings and struggles,
except myself when I played "Moonlight 50-
nata."
This year I still play "Moonlight Sonata" at
least once or twice a day I don't need any
English words to express myself, even though
my English has improved much more than I
expected. Even now, Idon't often speak up in
class. Bur I have found another way of ex-
pressing myself. It is writing. I liked writing
letters to my friends in Japan. Ienjoyed writ-
ing classes at college. I didn't feel any more
that Iwas not thinking at all, or that I had no
brain. My thoughts and feelings welled up,
like a fountain. Whenever 1 had hard times,
playing the piano and writing gave me the
strength that 1needed to be myself.
Before Christmas break, 1 real-
ized how important it was for me
to listen to myself through play-
ing "Moonlight Sonata" because
I could not play it for a while. My
arms suddenly starred to shake and
have a terrible pain. Ihad written
tOO many letters, typed long pa-
pers, and spent a lor of time prac-
ticing the piano for a recital. ''No
more piano!" my arms screamed.
I was really afraid that 1might not
be able to play the piano and write
to my friends any more. I didn't
want to become silent again. "1
don't mind if I cannot write any~
thing any more, bur at least don't
take away playing the piano from
me," I begged in my mind. For-
tunately, the carpal runnel syn-
drome was nor serious. I soon starred to play
the piano again.
"
•
Since I decided to take piano lessons at an
American college, almost tWOyears have passed.
And my college life in the U.S. is going to be
completed in a few weeks. Today Ihad the last
lesson. After the lesson, lance again looked at
the music score of "Moonlight Sonata." And
Iclosed my eyes. Idrew a picture in my mind:
the moon, a deep dark lake, water drops from
dark green leaves. Icould listen to the rhythm
of the water rings. And 1 could recall what I
had felt for these two years. I always listened
to my silence through the moonlight. Now, I
was not silent, but had some sounds and feel-
ings that nobody could listen to, except me.
,
Miyako Koyama
How to be a Diabetic
Pretend you are afraid of the harmless
needles you rake your shots with. Faint at the
sight of blood. Have a phobia towards any
other medically necessary appararus. See to
what lengths people will go in order to calm
your fears. When your mother calls and offers
to come over and do the airplane with your
shot instead of food on your baby spoon, tell
her thanks but you're becoming more and more
comfortable with the whole thing as time flies
by
When you do a bloodtest to find out how
much sugar is in your blood, pretend the pain-
less prick to your finger is the most painful
thing known to man. Cry and scream bloody
murder. Ask for a lollipop and Mickey Mouse
bandage.
Spend hours intensely counting invisible
shot scars.
Read the number that tells you your
bloodsugar on your bloodtesting monitor.
When people are watching, look at it and say
in a panic, "Oh my God." Watch their reaction.
When people ask you questions like how
long have you had it or does it hurt, bite your
bottom lip and reply, "All I want
is ... to ...be ... loved." Either that or, "It all started
when my dog Sasha died." Go on for twenty
minutes about your dog.
Pretend some night at dinner in your col-
lege cafeteria that your insulin, which has noth-
ing to do with your salt intake, is violently
reacting with salt, giving you a rash behind
your ear. When your friends look at you funny;
pretend they all have rashes, too. Scratch of-
ten.
A few days after the dinner episode, hug
your friend. Tell her they just did a study on
the contagiousness of diabetes. See if it both-
ers her. Tell her they found Out it's not
contagious ... in males. This time, calm her fears.
When friends ask if they can watch you give
yourself a shot, watch them flinch at what they
think should really be hurting you. Pretend
your injection is better than sex-not that you'd
know.
Cry when the whole thing bothers you, ask
why; and buy a new box of Kleenex.
When you have to go to the doctor for
your tri-monthly appointment, pretend it is
the most exciting three hours of your life. No
one ever wants to go to their doctor's appoint-
ment so try to make their day. Every five min-
Utes, ask if you get to pec in a cup yet. After
you pee in a cup, ask how soon you get to
have blood drawn. Repeat freguently.
Show tip the next day at the doctor's office
as if you were never there the day before.
Grumble that you have to be there for your
stupid check-up. Say you hate peeing in a
cup. Give them dirty looks when they tell you
that you were just there the day before.
At the suggestion of your doctor, join the
American Diabetes Association. Make it your
«cause." Then go to a rally or fundraiser with
all the chipper and overly optimistic people.
Resist your urge to slap them when they look
at you sympathetically because yotl are their
"cause."
Make anonymous contributions to the
ADA in the amounts of 17 cents one day and
51 cents the next. Ask for separate receipts.
Take a day off of your monotonous rou-
tine of four shots, four bloodrests, and low
sugar diet. Eat whatever you want. Take a
photo of you eating a chocolate bar and send
it to your doctor. When your mother calls,
and your mouth is full of food, ask her to
hold while you finish the French silk pie you're
eating. Ignore the dirty look she's giving you
over the phone lines.
Picture raking every day off. Stretch your
day to a week if you really, really want to.
Beat yourself up over getting our of the
habit of four shots, four blood tests, and a low
sugar diet. Get back on track. When you feel
like a greyhound chasing a pink bunny, stay
on track anyway.
Find another diabetic. Bond. Have fun
with other people. Offer to swap needles.
Pretend they are a valuable commodity Fight
over which "model" is the smoothest. Carry
on long conversations like men do about cars
over which monitor is most blood efficient
and gets the best mileage. Act like mufflers
and exhaust the subject until you become tired
of it. Steer the conversation to a different topic.
Go to diabetic can1p. Enjoy being the old-
est one there. Chuckle at the fact that you've
had diabetes longer than at least ninety per-
cent of the children there have been alive.
When a seven-year-old learns to give a shot for
the first time, join in the celebration and sing
the camp song of encouragement while the
seven-year-old srands on a chair in the dining
hall and is presented with a bag of sugar-free
candy. Realize thar if she ears all the sugar free
candy in one daj; she will have the runs for the
rest of the week. Laugh at the irony. Picture
the billbo"d~«RUNS! mE GREAT INJEC-
TION INCENTIVEFJ See if she'll ever want
to give another shot again.
At camp, acquire a taste for bread and
cheese. This is all they ever feed you. Walk and
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walk and walk because the cabin for the "older
campers" is over the next mountain. When
your bloodsugar drops from the exercise and
you have to eat, see how many forms of en-
riched bread and processed bulk cheese they
can gather up to shove down your throat.
Wonder what is so enriching about white bread.
At the "dance" for older campers, realize
that the fourteen-year-old brace faced kid who
asks you to dance is probably younger than
your little brother. Dance with him anywa};
and give him a rush.
As you sit in the dining room after lunch
and dinner, try to make it through the manda-
tory two hours of Mike- the- Richard- Simmons-
of-cheesy-camp·songs-song-Ieader. Wonder
what a 47-year-old man is doing sitting at an
electronic keyboard singing about grass and
birdies and sunshine. Pray for rain.
Make another contribution to the Ameri-
can Diabetes Association. This time count
how many shots you've given yourself over
the years. For every shot you count, give seven
cents to the ADA. When you find you don't
have enough money, divide the number in
three, multiply by one-third your age minus
the month of your birthday. Realize it doesn't
make any difference, damn it all to hell) and
send a check for one hundred bucks. Ask for
a receipt. See if they catch on it was you who
sent the 17 and 51 cents earlier.
For Christmas} thank. your grandmother for
the medic alert diabetic bracelet she sent you
along with a plate of homemade fudge. Wear
your bracelet at your New Year's Parry, fall, and
yell, "Help, I've fallen and I can't get up!"
Stand, do a cartwheel and sa}; "It's gotta be
the bracelet. They really do help."
Resolve to keep better track of your
blood tests.
Curse your "days off."
When you feel like a pincushion, go search-
ing for shot scars again. Since you can't find
any visible to the human eye} try to convince
yourself you must have never even gotten any
shots before. Wait five minutes until reality
hits again.
When reality hits, open your new box of
Kleenex. Cry again. This time when you ask
why; look for all answer. Like a three-year-old,
tell yourself, "Because." Before you respond
with "But why?" blow your nose and ger your-
self a can of Diet Dr. Pepper. Wish it were
something stronger. Throwaway your dirty
Kleenex. Go to bed and hug your pillow.
Write down how you feel. Win a scholar-
ship because your essay was so "real." Deal
with reality. Become a camp counselor.
Naomi Anne Metz
honorable mention prose
5:00 p.m.
I move to Minneapolis today for a summer
of all-out fun. College excluded, it is the first
rime that I will be living on my own. I was
reading Newsweek last Saturday and there was
this article that claimed that moving is the third
most stressful thing that people go through in
life. I find this really funny, because I don't
feel any Stress.
Maybe I should feel a little stress since I've
misplaced the directions to the aparunent, but
I don't. My future-roommate mailed them to
me, but that was two weeks ago. I haven't
even seen the apartment because my roommate
and his mom picked it out. He has already
moved in most of his scuff To be honest, I'm
nor worried about finding the apartment. I
am confident that I will eventually remember
the directions.
5:12 p.m.
I leave in 45 minutes. My best friend Andy
is coming along. This is going to be a blast! I
cannot wait to leave.
5:19 p.m.
I just talked to Andy. He stopped by to see
if I have the directions to the apartment. I
debated whether or not to tell him the truth,
but I did. I gently told him that Imisplaced
them, but then quickly reminded him of my
great memory and sense of direction. He did
not seem reassured; Newsweek was right; for
people like Andy, moving is a major cause of
stress.
I refuse to be stressed. Stress does not get
to me like other people. I know this is not
something that I've received genetically because
EVERYTHING stresses my dad. I'm really
glad that he is not going on this trip. I wouldn't
be able to handle it.
5:37 p.m.
I do not know the actual address. There. I
said it out loud. I feel much better now. I do
remember the way my roommate said to take
to S. Aldrich (the road that the apartment is
on). Besides that, all I remember is that the
apartment building is brown brick. Of course,
how many brown brick apartment buildings
can there be! Who cares if we do not have
directions, it simply makes the move more of
an adventure. I am not worried.
6:03 p.m.
I had to run to the restroom. Andy is
annoyed because I am never ready on time.
He needs to do something about that stress!
Well, anyway, we are in the car. Minneapolis,
here I come!
9:46 p.m.
I decided to tell Andy that I do not re-
member the address. He took it better than I
expected, but he does seem a little worried.
Right now, we are driving through
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Bloomington, a suburb of Minneapolis. I can-
not believe we are finally here. I already know
that I am going to love it. The city lights are
exciting. Have you ever seen the movie Bright
Lights) Big City? I feel like Michael J. Fox's
character. Srualltown boy moving into the
real world. The possibilities are endless.
10:01 p.m.
I did it! Or at least, I AM doing it. So far
all of the directions that I've remembered have
been correct and we just turned onto S.
Aldrich. Now all we have to do is figure out
which apartment it is. How many brown brick
aparnnent building can there be?
10:04 p.m.
I hate the movies! They never show this
many brown brick buildings. So now we have
a problem. I am not worried ... yet. We go
about 11 blocks and then I· suggest we turn
around and head back in the direction we came
from because about 9 blocks back, I had no-
ticed an aparunem that looked like it could be
mine. It was definitely the type of apamnent
that I would live in.
The good thing is that I have the apart~
ment keys: one for the actual apartment and
one for the security door. All I need to do is
run up to the building to see ifmy keys work.
If they don't, we'll try another building. There
is nothing to worry about.
10: 11 p.m.
Isuccessfully navigated us back to the apart-
ment that I had noticed earlier. I run up to the
door and pull out the two keys. One is red and
the other silver. I assume that the red key is for
the security door. I hold my breath and try it.
The door opens. I am awesome! I RULEl
I knew that I could handle this. I motion
for Andy to come inside. I remember that the
apartment number is 103. I check the mail-
box and apartment # 103 is vacant. I am awe-
some!
10: 14 p.m.
I find my apartment, Andy is with me. I
try the silver key in the door and it doesn't
work. Great, now I'm locked out of my own
apartment. I should've guessed that something
like this would happen. Andy suggests that I
try the other key: As I go to do so, the door
opens on its own. We're in!
10:31 p.m.
I didn't expect the apartment to be so nice.
I thought that my roommate said it was a one-
bedroom, but it has two! Also, we have a
microwave! This is definitely going to be a
great summer!
10:39 p.m.
I can't believe this! All of my roommate's
stuff is gone. All of it! Every single thing that
he said was there -- his couch and his bed and
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his stereo and who knows what else. We have
been robbed! I have been robbed! I haven't
even moved in yet! What am I supposed to
do?
11:17 p.m.
We haven't been robbed ... Ithink. Imust
have misunderstood my roommate. He must
not have dropped off his stuff yet. I wish I
had a gun! I'm beginning to think that all the
people who tried to convince me that big cit-
ies meant big trouble were right.
11:26 p.m.
I forgot to mention earlier that today is
Andy's birthday, so we're going to have a mini-
party right here in the apartment. We set up
my TV (VCR and get out the orange juice and
vodka.
I am still unsure whether or not it is even
the right apartment so Andy suggests that we
walk down to the gas station and use the
payphone to call my roommate, Scott. I do
have his phone number.
11:31 p.m.
We walk down to the payphone and cali,
but no one answers. It's Friday night; he is
probably out doing something. We decide to
head back to the apartment and try calling again
later.
As we approach the apartment, I hear a dog
barking. I could swear that my roommate said
that our apartment does not allow pets. Maybe
he was wrong. I bet they changed the rule
recently.
11:52 p.m.
I --- well, we -- have watched half of the
movie Prelude to a Kiss. I'm enjoying it so far.
Andy has been celebrating his birthday a little
more than me and is beginning to feel the ef-
fects of the vodka. I can't believe how red it
makes his face.
I am thinking it's about time to head back
down to the gas station again and try to call
Scott. I really hope he is home, because it is a
couple blocks to the gas station and I'm not
really sure how safe the neighborhood is.
11:58 p.m.
I am back at the gas station. I dial Scott's
number and pray that he'll be home. Andy is
lecturing me about how maybe this will teach
me to be more organized. I ignore him. The
phone continues ringing and then someone
answers. It's Scott.
At first Scott is confused about what I am
asking. I ask him again how many bedrooms
our apartment has. He tells me that there's
only one and I freak. Scott and Andy are
both trying to calm me down. I ask Scott
what our address is and he goes to look for it.
While waiting, I explain to Andy that I think
we may be in the wrong apartment.
12:00 a.m .
Oh, no! Scorr can't locate his copy of the
address! A rock is forming in my stomach. He
tells me that our apartments is on the right side
of the street if one is going south. This is bad
news, because the building I'm in is on the
left! He goes on to tell me that the apartment
building's name is Westmeir Apartments. I
don't think the building I'm in has a name,
but I don't remember. Then the kicker ... he
tells me that the address is 39 something, S.
Aldrich. He thinks it is 3911 or 3910. This
is NOT good news since the apartment we're
in is 3513 S. Aldrich. I tell SCOtt we have to
go and hang-up.
12:26 a.m.
I am becoming slightly frantic. We quickly
load the car back up. I'm thankful that I did
not drink much. Andy is laughing and thanks
me for the fun birthday. I do nor reply I just
start the car and take off. Not paying atten-
tion) I run over the parking curb ... there goes
my alignment!
12: 33 p.m.
I have found the Westmeir Apartments and
the address is 3910 S. Aldrich. We pull around
back and park. Ipause for a second to remind
myself to breathe. We walk up to the security
door and try the red key. The door does not
open. Great! This is so not my lucky night .
. now what? Iwill not sleep in the car-l! As I
am ranting about the horrible night we are
having Andy asks if I'm sure that the red key
opens the security door. Of course I'm sure.
He asks how and I point out the obviousrea-
son -- the key is red. He laughs, takes the keys
from me and tries the silver key. The door
opens.
12:48 a.m.
I can't believe it! The red key was for our
apartment door! Who would have thought?
We moved in some of my stuff and leave the
rest until morning. Andy keeps thanking me
for the great adventure, and I can't help bur
laugh at the situation.
k I look back at the whole adventure, I
realize that I never was really worried. Iknew
that everything would turn out ok. As for
that Newnveek article, moving is not that stress-
ful.
[asan Whitaker
Exhale
I pushed open the cold heavy door and
ran out into the October night. My friend
Paul sat in a circle of cement on the ground
about 100 feet ahead of me. Several lights
poked out of the hard grassy lawn around the
circular sidewalk and Paul was basking in them
under the black sky I could see his grin peek-
ing up over a white goatee and those bright
blue beady eyes opened wide behind a pair of
small wire-rim glasses. As I plopped beside
him, his round head bent and he pulled our
two small cigars wrapped in noisy plastic.
"He); how 'ya doin?" he casually asked. It
was his usual greeting.
"Shirrj;" I replied. His brows pushed to-
gether and his rone turned serious.
"Oh, yeah? What's up?"
"1 don't know," 1 dared. Pause. He
wouldn't accept that. "I JUStdon't want to get
into my sob story tonight."
"Okay Well, let's smoke these babies then."
His short thick fingers probed his pocket and
emerged with his metallic gold lighter. This
was his prized accessoryj smoking was his pas-
sion-pipes, cigars, and cloves. Cloves. That's
what he handed me tonight.
"I heard these things mess you up pretl)'
bad," I suggested.
"Yeah, Iguess we'll see." He was grinning
from ear to ear. 1 braced myself with one hand
on the cool cement and sucked in air as he held
the golden flame to the end of my cigarette. 1
drew the smoke into my mouth and immedi-
ately let it curl Out of my lips and ascend with
the crisp autumn air. 1 loved watching that
white fog swirl against the blackness of the
night. Paul had lit his and was intentionally
inhaling and waiting.
"Don't let it die out," he scolded as he blew
the cloud of smoke out from his insides. 1
inhaled this time and felt the contents of it
bum my throat. My lungs felt like they had
been tightened like strings on a garbage bag. I
coughed violently 1 felt my face flush as Paul
chuckled and a boy with long eyelashes and
wide eyes walked by alongside a girl with dark
brown hair.
"Do it like this: Let it sit in your mouth.
And then open your mouth and inhale it in
with air."
"Uh-huh." 1 tried it. "Nothing happened,
Paul."
"Do it three times in a row." So I did.
"Nothing happened, Paul."
"J ust wait," he said through pink lips pulled
tight into an anxious grin. I sat motionless
and noticed the huge tree that was swaying in
the breeze to the left of me and the boy who
walked with his hands in his pockets under the
street lamp. My hands slapped the cement vio-
lently.
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"whocoah," I moaned. The lawn that was
split by sidewalk before me suddenly tilted as
if the whole world was being tipped on its
side. I shook my head furiously, but now the
landscape was only rocking back and forth.
Paul's grin froze on his face and his eyes seemed
to be like diamonds in those bright lights.
Damn those lights. 1 squinted but the glare
didn't go away. So I lay down on the chilled
cement circle under those stark lights and let
the world rock me. My cigarette still dangled
from my fingers. "This is cool." I smiled a
plastic smile and took another drag followed
by another and then another. My eyes rolled
back.
Another girl with tar-colored hair walked
by with a beautiful boy squeezing her hand.
Suddenly Imissed having a beautiful boy to
hold my hand. I took another puff, ignoring
that thought. I don't want to get into my sob
story tonight. My words fought back .unin-
vited tears.
"Life is just one damned thing after another,
Paul." I offered aloud. He chuckled again, but
the laugh was forced as if he, too, knew the
solemn truth of that statement. I didn't want
to lie there anymore as if I was drunk, so I
slowly raised my body and my heavy head until
1was sitting up again. My head was pounding
with the thought of missing my beautiful boy
The tar-filled crack in the sidewalk that 1 had
been staring at faded as 1 saw an image of him
dancing with a short girl, her head pressed
against his chest. That chest I knew so well;
that my hands had swept over and my cheek
had rested upon many afternoons as we napped
in the sun-soaked grass. I don't want toget into
my sob story tonight. The words were crum-
bling beneath the weight of the pain that re-
sided deep in my chest.
Paul's voice cracked open my thoughts and
I looked up. "Huh?" 1 questioned.
"What's on your heart?"
With a rushed sigh I spewed Out: "Paul I
miss him so much. God, why can't 1 just be
over him." I felt my fist pounding the cold
cement in defiance of these feelings, in objec-
tion to the fogginess of my mind. My elbows
raised to my knees and my head lowered into
my hands. I let hot rears run over my lips and
drip between my fingers. I wondered if my
cigarette was going to drop ashes on my jeans
so 1 tapped it against my thumb and sucked
on it again. The pounding rhythmically ech-
oed through the corridors of my head.
Paul sat silently I knew his chest ached,
too. Life is just one damned thing after an-
other. 1 took another drag} exhaled, and let
rhe world rock my heart to sleep.
Monica D. Schaap
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The Hy vee #3Breakfast Special
Two cakes, two strips of bacon) two eggs,
and coffee-and they called it the #3, Dad
and I always wondered about that. It was our
joke that no one else seemed to understand. I
don't remember when it actually started or why
we chose HyVee, but Dad would take me out
for breakfast on Sunday mornings before
church. Mom couldn't come, and my little
brother couldn't come. It was just Dad and L
Every rime we'd order two #3'5, one with cof-
fee for him, and one with milk on the side for
me. And each time as we'd order, we'd give
each other a knowing look and proceed asking
the high-schooler behind the counter, "Why
do they call it a #3 since everything comes in
two's? Why not The Noah's Ark Breakfast
instead?" Mostly we JUSt got blank looks, but
we began to expea that and didn't care. It was
just our joke. We had to ask.
No, we didn't go to breakfast every week.
Dad just took me when it was important.
Somehow he knew just when I needed to hear
that I was the greatest daughter in the world
and the second most important woman in his
life. I think he knew we both needed those
times together. It was our time. It was my date
with the most important man in my life--ever.
Sometimes we'd JUSttalk about stuff. He'd
tell me how work was, and what he was think-
ing about. He'd tell me who he looked up to
I held the slippery red salmon carcass with
one hand and placed the uluwak behind its
gills, just like I'd seen my father demonstrate. I
pressed down hard, expecting the head to pop
right off under the sharp curving blade of the
ulu. Instead, I felt the small caribou antler
handle slip and slice into the fingers on my left
hand, Blood began to spread from the deep
cut across the weatherworn surface of the clean-
ing table. The fish, on the other hand, was
unscathed.
I looked down in disgust and mumbled a
word I wasn't allowed to use. My mother
lifted her head from the fish she was salting
and was about to scold me for swearing when
Dad noticed my hand. He used the same word
I wasn't allowed to use and escorted me to the
house, holding my hand above my head.
Over a pan of hot water laced with iodine,
he told me what I had done wrong. "Sreph,
you're not working with the balance of the
knife. Ulus have to be held a certain way: If
you press too hard, they don't work. You
or who he worried about. As we ate our ba-
con, we'd laugh at the silly things Mom always
worried about, and it was good to know he
understood it wasn't always easy to have par-
ents.
Other times Dad and I would talk about
the guys in my life. NOt that there were many
to talk about, but when there were, he was
right every time. God did have someone bet-
ter for me than the first guy; Josh. The second
guy Mike really was looking for a wife, and,
yes, most guys were stupid. Be patient, he said
as he buttered his pancakes with his strong
hands. He said that he'd date me if he could,
but Mom might have something to say about
that. I told him he was silly, but he made me
smile, and I loved him all the more for it.
Sometimes we'd arrange our bacon and
eggs on top of our pancakes in funn y faces,
and he'd tell me I was beautiful. Over pan-
cakes that were usually tOO thick and bacon
that was usually tOO greasy, Dad told me that
he'd miss me when I left for college, but he
and Mom knew that was where God wanted
me. He was right again. As he held his mug of
coffee, he'd nurse it. His timing was perfect. I
never figured how, but he could make it last
just long enough so he could sip it until we
were done, and never need more or less.
Later, in the same HyVee with newly reup-
TheI&tife
can't force them to cut. They have to be eased
in, or they'll slip and cut you."
Ulus are like that. Once one places the knife
at the right angle, flesh splits magically and
blood streams from the resulting deep clean
cut. Holding the knife, one can feel the blade
caress each layer of tissue: skin, fat, membrane
and muscle. To protect living skin from injury,
the ulu must be held gently; and carefully bal-
anced.
I remember kinde1lJarten) when the teacher
asked us to draw pictures of ourfamilies. I drew a
brown father and a light pink mother Then) I
selected the tan crayon to draw myself; holding
hands with the other figures. I was the perftct
middle shade to complete the spectrum. I did not
press blondeErin) sitting next to me, as to why she
needed only the light pink. lli sat together, divid-
ing the box of crayons, sharing colors.
I remember tny freshman year of college,when
a neighbar asked about the picture sitting on my
desk in a silverframe. It was a picture of a brown
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holstered booths, Dad assured me that my
English students would love me, just remem-
ber to love them first. I always knew Dad
loved me. Even though he said it, he proved it
because he knew me. I never had to question
that. As I became a grO\VI1woman, and he
became an old man, I watched his hands as
they held his coffee mug. I remember think-
ing how strong they used to be .. and how
big. Even though he never spoke the words,
Dad's hands told me goodbye. They weak-
ened and their tenderness just could not hold
on anymore.
"I'd like a #3 Breakfast Special, please," but
somehow that's all I could ask. I didn't order
milk, and I couldn't ask why. I couldn't ask
why they called it the #3 because not every-
thing came in two's anymore, and I couldn't
ask why because I still missed him tOOmuch. I
tried to get the question out, but the words
just stuck in my throat like dry cotton.
I took my two cakes, two bacon, and two
eggs, and coffee to the booth where we always
sat. I buttered my pancakes just like we always
did, and I reached for the coffee. I reached for
it slowly at first, barely touching the generic
cream mug. Sliding my middle tWO fingers
through its handle, I folded my palms around
the sides and pulled it closer. The aroma took
me back, and I just let the mist of the steam
match the mist in my eyes.
NaomiAnneMetz
man and a light pink warnan. She did not think
the colorsmatched. I tried to explain that I was
the middle shade bridging the two. As I pressed
her to understand, IJelt a knife slip. My neighbar's
light pink face tightened and she left me) rocking
on the edge of a blade that slippedunder my skin,
causing a deep wound.
Ulus are beautiful. With the right pressure,
the curving blade sinks into flesh, causing no
bruising. Blood covers the blade, turning the
silver crimson, as the ulu glides to the inner-
most center of a body cavity, releasing the se-
crets within. An ulu always cuts cleanly
A dean cut heals nicely My left hand
wears a small white line between the thumb
and forefinger of my left hand. And I imagine
there is another white line somewhere inside
me, where the invisible knife lodged itself,
along the line that the human body uses to
maintain balance.
Stephanie Timmerman
Grandma
I once knew this woman who'd had a
stroke. She sat in a wheelchair and muttered
syllables that I couldn't understand. She had
thick silvery hair and blue eyes that peered out
from behind thick glasses. She always wore a
smile. This woman left my life when I was five.
The day that I was born my grandmother
had her first stroke. From then on) she was
confined to that wheelchair and spoke a lan-
guage that my cousins and I couldn't under-
stand. I don't remember much about her; she
seemed a silent watcher. Bur now I wonder
how it felt to her to be still, to merely watch.
As I grew older) I began to feel the loss of
never having known this woman that my fam-
ily misses so much. I found myself drawn to
the picture of her in her wedding gown that
still hangs in my grandfather's bedroom. In it
she looks beautiful) and regal) and unaffected.
But I've wondered what was behind that calm
expression, if she was the woman she seemed
to be in the picrure.
I know that she raised five children and kept
a cool head when a tornado swept up the drive-
way and distributed the garage in several pieces
to the field behind the house, didn't panic
when my father starred a fire in the basement,
put up with ir when my uncle rollcr-skared
through a wall, and put her foot down when
my aunt threw a fir because she wanted a butch
haircur like the boys.
I know that she loved to sing and dance,
and that she was a talented artist. I know thar
she loved Jesus and that she was very active in
the church and a srrong advocate of Christian
education. I know her favorire Bible verse was
Romans I; 16- «For I am nor ashamed of the
Gospel of Christ; it is the power of God unto
salvation for all that believeth." 1 know her
favorite hymn was "1Know thar My Redeemer
Lives.')
1know little things, roo, like how she would
whisper d-o-g so the dog wouldn't know she
was talking about him, even though the dog
knew anyway. I know that she was terrible ar
keeping secrets. 1know that she and my grand-
father used to have thermostat wars; he'd turn
ir down; she'd come along a few minutes later
and rum it up, and so it went, all day long. she
loved ir when it was hot, but she hated dry
heat so in the winter she'd boil water until the
ceiling in the kitchen dripped wirh condensa-
tion so there would be moisture in the air.
I know that best thing in her life was her
famil}; that she loved being a wife and a mother.
If there is any comment I have heard most
often made concerning my grandmother, it is
that she would have really enjoyed her grand-
children.
I've always wished Icould have known this
woman that my family speaks of so fondly-
maybe our of curiosiry for the woman who
had such a profound impact on the lives that
have touched mine so dearly; maybe because
I've been told I'm a lor like her. I've been
recognized as her grandchild by my cheekbones,
I have her hair, I inherited her love for dance
and art, and I, roo cherish our family.
I know that my family loves the memories
of my grandmother, because they talk. about
her and tell stories. I know who her children
are and how the people that knew her regard
her. I think I learn more abut her from the
tone of their voice when they talk about her
than the from the things they say.
When my grandmother died, someone new
came into my life, a woman that I have never
met. No, I have never met the woman my
grandmother was before her first stroke. But I
feel blessed to have known her.
Alayna Le Clere
Spit Bath
Mama would scrub me down
With hands like Brillo pads
Tryin to scratch away
All the mementos
Of my city dump playground.
Mama didn't care for
Garbage collectors
With their sweaty arms
and stories
and their damp hair.
Mama wanted to make me look respectable.
So she'd lick her leather finger and scrub.
It weren't Mama who told me
It was the garbage man who said,
With flies hanging heavy said
Of all the things he'd found
This one,
He'd found a man
Whose blood
Could spit wash you up all shiny
Shinier than I'd ever been.
And with the flies buzzing
Shinier than Mamma
And her cow tongue thumb
Could scrub me in a week.
Colette Iobnson
honorable mention poetry
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Shadows
The rain whispers white lies as it taps on my
windows. The light from the lamp next to my
bed sends my thoughts dancing on the edges
of my mind in a circle that mocks my con-
sciousness. I half-rum and swirch it off) keep-
ing my eyes fixed on the ceiling to prevent
being blinded by the light rather than the dark-
ness.
Ir is quier. The rain has stopped, but the
wind sends shadows tossing back and forth)
performing a satire of nature in my bedroom.
In a lightning flash, the tree in my front yard
tries to take center stage. I pull the shade.
One by one) I block out my senses. Sight
becomes a vision of black that is nothing at all,
sound carefully and methodically ceases until
even my breathing becomes the gentle hum of
a machine I am a parr of, and my body be-
comes that of a rag doll: limp, relaxed, still; I
can no longer feel my limbs and Ineither know
nor care where they are.
I have losr touch with all things, and let
every parr of myself move freely, without be-
ing governed by the choreography my mind
has always placed upon it. Everything is eu-
phorically free. I am writing. I am escaping,
releasing the things hidden deep inside me. It
is like dreaming; descending slowly and care-
fully until Ino longer maintain conscious con-
trol of the thoughts thar flow out through my
fingertips and sit) suspended, in the middle of
a black screen.
When the words flow from my heart, wrir-
ing is easy. And when I have finished, the
resulr is again like waking from a dream. Some-
times, I am confused by what I've lefr on the
page) but I know it means something. There
are times when I find the meaning right away,
and times when I've taken years to understand
my 0\VJ1 ideas. Bur I learn who I am, the parts
of me I haven't found or have forgotten were
there. Ir shines lights on my personality It's
art} a portrait of myself on the inside.
A layna Le Clere
We were supposed to be sleeping under the bathroom on a footstool. She brushed the
dull red comforter that stretched over our bed, surface of the hair that hung down her back. in
but I was listening to Mother's laugh gurgle a slow, deliberate motion. "Dammit, we're
up from the depths of her chest and sneak going to be late!" Ibarked at her. "Watch your
through the crack between the door and the mouth, child or you're getting the soap," I
wall. heard Mother call from the La-Z-Boy in the
Jaymi's long brown hair adorned the pil- living room.
Iowcase and my red stringy curls stuck out all I stomped past her without a goodbye.
over. I could hear her softly whispering, "phh, "Come give me a kiss before you go," she wea-
phh," as her breath moved in and out of her rily beckoned. I turned around. A multi-
motionless body. Father and Mother were be- colored quilt covered her weak body and a
ing pretty loud; his deep voice bellowed ob- bottle of bright pink pills, a pack of cigarettes,
scure sentences that flowed on with little ex- an ashtray; and a copy of Readers' Digest sat
pression. I knew Mother was smoking. I could on the table at her side. I pursed my lips to-
smell it. gether and squeezed my eyebrows as I pecked
Yesterday Jaymi and 1 ... -------.;...---....:.
were swinging on the swing ;
set in our backyard. I
kicked my legs hard and
soared into the air. Her feet
swished the grass beneath
her body as she studied the
earth with her eyes. I heard
her soft, meadowlark voice
below me as I reached for a
branch of the apple tree
with my toes. 'What?" I
yelled. She mumbled
something again. Wi th a
sigh, I scuffed my feet on
the ground and the blue
plastic under my burr
jerked my body around
until it stopped. Jaymi
looked up at me, her mud-
colored eyes drooping a
little. "Do you suppose
that Mommy will take us
to the circus if we ask her?"
"No, stupid. She's sick.
You know that." With a
roll of my eyes, I kicked my legs again. They
never got me as far as I wanted them to.
She was smoking in the living room. The
only time she ever laughed anymore was when
she was with Father at night. Tomorrow there
would be no laughing and she would be sick.
again. The smell of butter popcorn and sweet
smoke drifted into my bedroom and I could
see it loom above me in a haze. I shut my eyes
to the smell and let my mouth smile as I
thought about Alex in the "Family Ties" epi-
sock that I had seen that night.
«Get up, you two. Damruir. You're going
to be late for school. Can't you get yourself
ready without me always prodding you?" Her
tone was more of a desperate plea than an an-
gry demand. I hated her voice. Especially in
the mornings. I hated the way it cracked as if it
were a strain for her to merely pay attention to
us and verbalize it.
Jaymi stood in from of the mirror in the
I
I
"\Vhere's your sister?"
"She's coming."
"I told you not to ride so far ahead of her.
Child, why don't you ever listen to me? Do
you think I say these things just for the hell of
it?"
I rolled my eyes and stepped into the car-
peted TV room downstairs. I turned on the
TV and as I plopped down on the plush brown
floor) I heard the door open and my mother
say) "There you are! Don't you think ... " I
tuned her out and focused on what Arnold
was saying on "Different Strokes." [aymi's
quiet footsteps thumped the stairs. "Will you
play Barbies with me? Please, Jordyn?"
"I'm tOOold to play
Barbies and I'm watch-
ing 'Different Strokes.'
Go play by yourself," I
said. Our of the comer
of my eye I could see
Jaymi's head bow as she
turned away. 1didn't let
it bother me tOOmuch;
she was always sulking.
But as the theme song
r , r_ came on, summoning
{
\I -~\_" the end of the show, I
'"' turned off the TV and
\ --~.so'ljoined Jaymi in the big
\......-r cement room. She was
talking as she lifted Ken
into Barbie's car and had
him drive Barbie away
from their mansion. I
sat down in front of the
car and asked) ''Where
are they going?"
"On vacation to
Idaho," she replied in a~==:... ..:::Jsnotry tone.
her ear. I swung my shoulders around and ran "Oh .. " I said with a smile) "why not Cali-
out the door as she hollered) «Wait for your fornia!"
sis-". I threw a leg over my bike and stared at "Because all they can do in California is surf
the yellow siding on our house. Jaymi slowly and Barbie can't surf, but she can ride around
came out) gently closing the door behind her. in buses and see fountains and museums and
"Come on!" I urged. that short man with the big white hat. What's
After school, I had to wait for Jaymi by the his name) Iordyt"
bike racks. She was always the last kid to come "Do you mean the pope?"
out of the doors of the towering brick build- "Yeah."
ing. I hated waiting for her. Every day) as I "Oh." I thought for a moment. "[aymi, did
stood there, I planned out exactly what I was you take off Barbie's leg?"
going to say to her when she sauntered up to She nodded quietly as she picked Barbie's
the bikes) but everyday I just swung my leg body carefully our of the car and stroked her
over the bike again and mumbled, "Let's go." hair.
I beat her home. So I ran into the kitchen "Don't make the Barbies look like Mother
to get the first pick. of the flavor of Popsicle anymore. Just don't." I grabbed the Barbie
that I wanted and then ran downstairs to the from her and searched for her leg on the floor.
cold basement. My feet slapped the cement "Why can't P"
floor and I heard Mother yell something from "Because Barbie looks dumb without a leg."
upstairs. "whaaaar!" I yelled back. "Do you think Mommy looks dumb?"
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Choking
"
"Shut up. Put her leg back on so we can
play."
Father was at work late again. J washed the
dishes and Jaymi dried them. Mother hollered
from her La~Z~Boy} "Quit banging the dishes
together so hard. Will you be more careful?
Those things cost money, child!"
She got up to get the barrie of pink pills
that she left on the kitchen counter. I could
hear her hopping and grabbing furniture with
her hands as she deliberately moved to the
kitchen. I grabbed the towel from Ioymi and
dried my hands. "I can get them for you}
Mother," I said. And as I turned around I met
her body lurching forward. I cried to grab her
arm} but she fell hard on the linoleum floor.
"Dammit, child." She looked down at her
leg. "Oh, dammit."
I crouched down and she let me grab her
hand and arm to help pull her up again. She
found her balance against the cupboards and
said} "Get me my cigarettes."
We watched a movie with Marner about a
girl who rook lots of pills and went to the
hospital and gor lots of flowers and she wanted
to die, but her friends and her mom helped
her decide not to. Father got horne as Jaymi
We moved to Minnesota from Iowa for
my sixth grade year to try living with my dad
again. My parents had been separated for off
and on for all of my young life. I guess I never
really thought about it being odd. When he
would come home, we would yell, "Daddy's
here!" and run to greet him-like we never did
for Morn. He would play games with us and
take us to the woods and take us shopping
and out to dinner. When he wasn't
around ... well, he JUSt wasn't. That was the
way it had always been.
I've often imagined what it was like the day
we moved Out of our house ro go back to
Iowa. A new family was taking over our home,
and their Asian servants tossed clothes, books}
and toys haphazardly into barrels and boxes as
my parents tried not to get in the way and my
brothers and sister and I were handed out to
friends and neighbors for thc weekend. I get
embarrassed just thinking abour it.
I stayed at my best friend's house until we
were ready to go. Her name was Serena, and
she was the last best friend I ever had. we've
lost touch now. She moved to New York, I
think.
and I were bmshing our teeth in the yellow
bathroom. 'Are you two giving your mother
problems tonight? Why aren't you in bed?
You better be there in two minutes, young
ladies."
I heard Mother laughing in the living room
again. Father's voice drifted into my room in
between her laughs along with the smell of
smoke and a white haze. I couldn't sleep.
Every time Iclosed my cyes, I saw Mother on
the floor and my arms gently pulling her up
like a fallen child. Icouldn't sleep so IgOt up
and went to the bathroom. As Iwashed my
hands above the sink, I thought about the
pills behind the mirror in from of me. There
were a couple bottles of the big pink ones
Mother took several times a day I opened the
cabinet and picked up the orange bottle with
my fingers. The white lid said "Childproof"
in light green letters and then instructed) "Push
down and turn" with an arrow: I opened the
bottle and looked at the largc pills that liewithin.
Slowly; quietly I let three drop into my hand.
I was being too loud. I didn't want them to
hear me. So I turned on the faucet. I took the
Bugs Bunny paper cup and filled it with water.
The pills lay in my left hand, looking much
Moving
All that weekend Serena and her family
gave me those understanding, sympathetic
looks that people going through an especially
trying time always receive. I think they under-
stood more than I did at the time. I hate that
look.
My parents came to pick me up on Sundar
"You're going to Andy and Grcg's house for
the summer."
So I went with my little sister to Illy aunt
and uncle's. I got the look all summer. 1 was
lonely 1didn't understand why we had moved
or where we would live when school started. I
spem a lot of time by myself.
Wc finally went back home, back to m}'
hometown, and 1 discovered that we were at
the mercy of my grandfather, and he knew it.
He had always known my father was 110good,
he said. He bought us a tiny house, and we
moved in. I suppose my mother is the only
one who could describe the horrors of living
in a two-bedroom house with four kids, two
on the verge of adolescence.
That' fall my mother told me she was di-
vorcing my father. I said) "OK," and contin-
ued staring alit the window of the car, leaning
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larger to me than I had remembered. I pur
one in my mouth and swallowed water with
it. My eyes watered. I could hear Mother's
laugh and Johnny Carson's voice on the TV I
put another piJl in my mouth and swallowed.
I looked into the bottle. There were so manr
How many would J have to take? The last pill
was stuck in my throat. It hurt and I felt like I
was going to throw up. I popped another
one into my mouth and swallowed and then
another and another. I don't know how many
I took. I quir because my stomach hurt and
my eyes were watering. I sat in the bathroom
for a while, waiting. I thought about Jayrni
lying alone in bed. Who would take care of
her? When I got tired of waiting, I opened
the door to go back to bed. "Iaymi, is that
you?" Mothcr called.
"No, it's me."
"Come here. How corne you're up yet?"
1 looked at her red eyes and felt like I was
going to throw up on the carpet by her chair,
but I couldn't move. And I couldn't speak.
And I fell.
Monica D. Schaap
my head on its cool resistance.
So we beca.me a statistic.
My parellts got a divorce, and everything
was different, but still the same. My father still
came to visit, bur now my grandfather told us
he wasn't supposed to be there. We would be
kicked out of our house if he was caught there.
I often escaped into the room I shared with
my mother and sister, reading for hours on
end. My mother got frustrated that I was spend-
ing so much time alone} so I got lectures on
letting my emotions our and how I was selfish
to treat my family so poorly Lectures don't
help a hurting child. I'm nor sure what does.
Now I hear straight from my mother how
worthless my father is. She tells me she only
married him because she was desperate to marry
at the ripe old age of 26. She tells me nor to
trust my father because he will let me down.
And every time he does) her "I rold you so"
continues to ring in my ears. 1 turn away from
her voice, close my eyes, and strengthen my
resolve to live a different life.
K£1lya Kowalke
________________________ .....z
IUsually she was the picture of brilliance.
Tonight was no different, save for the moon
gleams catching her black waves) accenruating
her salient features. Jenny could have been a
model; she married a prominent lawyer instead.
Matthew was the rich) classy sort of man every
woman hoped. to catch. Most didn't.
It was a late Sunday evening) and as usual}
Jenny had driven through New York City traf-
fie to visit her best friend Diane before the
craziness of the week set in. "Ah, Diane)" Jenny
thought as she was trying to see where she was
going amidst the gigantic snowflakes that in-
sisted on falling. Jenny and Diane had gradu-
ated from college four years ago. They had
been the best of friends ever since the first day
they arrived on the huge Newberg University
Campus that was not far from this city where
they were both living now.
All four years of college the two had been
inseparable. They had roomed together, had
classes together, laughed together, cried to-
gether, ate Breyer's original vanilla ice-cream
together, stayed up late every night to talk about
nothing together. They had done it all, and
they had done it together.
Jenny chuckJed to herself as she mused back
over their college years-until she remembered
that she was !"NO hours later than she had told
Diane she would be. Usually it wasn't so late)
but Matthew had held Jenny up.
Snuggled in her little apartment on
Woodberry Street, Diane convinced her that
she didn't mind too much-she figured she
was the poor, unattached girl anyway O(
course rich, sophisticated women would be
late every now and then. That's part of what
made them sophisticated. As if on cue) Diane
heard Jenny's little white Volvo pull up in the
lot. She flipped her living room curtain aside.
Sure enough) Jenny was rushing towards
Diane's apartment.
"Matthew wanted to rake me to the opera
tonight. He had a business engagement of
some SOrt. I told him I couldn't come) but he
insisted)" Jenny breathed in an attempt to make
up for her tardiness) her blue eyes pleading
forgiveness. "I am extremely sorry) Diane."
"Don't worry about it," she sighed. I didn't
have anything going on anyway. Me and Davey
Letterman were getting real close, ya know You
better come in here before you freeze in that
little strapless red thing. It is snowing in case
you hadn't noticed."
• • •
"would you like some Irish tea, Jenny? Irs
Mom's new favorite so she thought she'd bet-
ter send me some." Without waiting for an
answer, Diane placed the grey teakettle with
daisies growing up the side onro the stove. As
she turned the burner on, she noticed her curly
Empty Sheets
red hair was beginning to graze her shoulders.
After making a mental note that she ought to
get her hair cut sometime soon, Diane turned
back toward Jenny "So how is it?"
"How is what?" Jenny stared dumbly.
"The new opera! Did you like it?"
"It was fine. Matthew brought the two
demanding clients he's been with unceasingly
for the last week. They're making some big
deal) and he's been brutally worked up about
it lately. They seemed to like it though."
Just then the whistler blew) interrupting
their conversation. Diane turned her slender
frame toward the stove) fuming the entire time.
Her friend was married to this great guy, he
took her to an opera, and all she could say was
that it was fine! Diane would love it if any
man would sweep her off her clumsy feet and
carry her off to an opera! She would be in
absolute heaven if her husband was a rich law-
yer who took her to an opera. What was the
matter with Jenny?
Jenny hung her head, praying that Diane
wouldn't turn around too quickly. She
shouldn't have mentioned Matthew's name.
Instinctively, she glanced down to inspect her
leg. Through her black hose she could make
Out the bruise on her thigh. It seemed to grow
larger with each passing second. Diane surely
hadn't noticed it had she? Hurriedly, Jenny
crossed her legs in an effort to hide the bruise.
Matthew's horrid words suddenly filled
Jenny's mind.
(I'm taking you to the opera tonight. Those
clients of mine, they're almosr in the door, they
just need one more shove," They were the
words he had muttered earlier that evening.
"Matthew, I can't go tonight. I promised
Diane that I would come over tonight since I
missed last week to go to the dinner banquet
your boss held." Jenny had barely uttered these
words when she felt her legs slamming into the
bedpost. She hit it hard before sliding to the
floor in a heap. The unwilling tears had slipped
down her cheeks in a torrent.
"Damn it, [enny," Matthew responded.
"Why do you insist on making me do these
things?" He'd stormed out of the room be-
fore she had a chance to respond.
Suddenly) Jenny shook her head back into
the present. Diane couldn't know what had
happened. Matthew would just hurt her worse
then.
Diane moved to the table) mugs in hand.
She sat one down before Jenny that was white
mostly. Right in the middle of Jenny's mug
was a couple sledding in a winter wonderland.
Diane's other hand revealed her own mug-
an old lady knitting in a rocking chair.
"So how did Matthew ask you to the op-
era?" Diane queried in an attempt to be non-
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chalant. Probably with a dozen red roses and
a passionate kiss no woman could refuse.
"He just told me tonight that we were go-
ing to go with his clients. I guess he needed
me there for the domestic) got-it-together im-
age." Jenny's fingers traced the silloquerte of
the couple. She refused to look into Diane's
piercing green eyes. ('When did you get this
cup?"
('I got it last Christmas. It was one of the
mugs you and Matthew gave me for a gift."
"Oh."
Diane was furious with her friend, but she
wasn't about to tell Jenny that. For as to-
gether as Jenny looked, she sure acted dumb
sometimes. Jenny didn't realize what a trea-
sure she had. Maybe if she lived alone for a few
days like Diane did, she'd finally figure out
how wonderful her life is.
Jenny gingerly rose from her seat at the table,
struggling to hide the evidence. She was quite
sure she would never tell Diane about Mat-
thew. Jenny didn't care though; she just loved
to be with Diane. What she wouldn't give to
live with her again. ((I better head home) Mat-
thew will worry"
Diane nodded slowly as she lifted her eyes
from her cup of tea. "Enjoy your husband)"
she muttered as Jenny trudged out, doubting
that Jenny would know how to do that. «I
guess my empty sheets are waiting for me."
Jenny glanced back. at Diane before closing
the door. Breathing in the cold night air) she
sighed longingly "If only mine were."
Margo Buell
Peahen
The pea hen is an unassuming
Unobtrusive brownish smallish fowl.
And yet the male. to woo her
Is undone.
Then,
Wouldn't one think that I,
Being smallish and beige,
Would see feathers lYing for my gaze?
Colelte johnson
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"The only reason I want to get married is so
1 can shorten my name and move up in the
alphabet," she said) with her back turned to
him.
"For some reason)" he replied) "I've always
remembered that was one of your qualifica-
tions for a husband. Short name. Middle of
the alphabet he}; 1know someone like that!"
He heard her smile) that soft) high-pitched noise
her lips made when they parted, bur she did
not respond. Instead she finished off her beer
and stretched out on the sofa with her head in
his lap, eyes closed, breathing softly. With his
finger he lightly traced the outline of her hair
down the side of her face. She shivered, and
smiled again. Before he could stop himself,
the question was out. "Tell me again why we
don't work out as a couple!"
She laughed. He knew she would. She
looked up and met his inquisitive gaze. He
searched her eyes, trying to see beyond them,
but met up with only a familiar, impenetrable
wall. She was an expert at blocking him out,
letting him know only what she wanted him
to. She knew it was a way of keeping him
there, and he, well, he wasn't one to back down
from a challenge. There had been a few times-
-she had suddenly stopped once in the middle
Wilte whatyou know
Write what you know.
What do I know?
Know what you write.
Well. there goes murder mysteries.
I've never been murdered
Never murdered.
There goes romances
There goes horror
There goes science fiction,
I've never met an alien
Never been an alien
Never lived tomorrow.
Write what you know,
Know what you write.
Well. there goes writing.
Colette Johnson
The Lock
of a conversation about her family and just
stared off into someplace he couldn't see. He
waited for a few moments, then reached, com-
fortingly he thought) for her hand. The sec-
ond he touched her she snapped back into the
present. He looked inquiringly at her. She
smiled and offered him a beer. She always re-
covered herself like that, with no explanation)
reinforcing the weak Spot in that damn wall.
He had commented once that she was awfully
hard-hearted. She had laughed then) as well.
"Wouldn't you be if you'd gone through the
same thing?" He hated that she laughed. He
wanted to shake her until something in there
broke loose and she cried. Wanted her to know
that he would make sure no one hurt her again.
He would take care of her. But instead she
laughed. She sat up next to him on the sofa.
There was no emotion now, either. She met
his gaze for several seconds before replying,
nor moving) as in-control as he had ever seen
her. "You don't stand up to me enough.
You let me walk allover you and that would
make 1.J.sa terrible combination," then she
paused. Her eyes) her shoulders, everything
softened ever so slightly as she whispered, "I'd
make you miserable. You know that." It was
completely true. He cooked for her, took her
out, drove her around on errands. He had
been with her for so long) he couldn't remem-
ber the time before her. He glanced at the
door) wanting to open it and walk. Out. But ..
But there was that bit at the end, that expres-
sion almost of sorrow. She knew what she was
doing and knew it was wrong. Otherwise she
wouldn't say that. She was ... she was starting
to realize that she needed him. That had to be
it. He looked away from the door and back at
her. "I don't think ... 1 mean .. .I wouldn't be
unhappy ..You ... " he muddled through, search-
ing for words but could tell the conversation
was over. Her eyes were changing even as he
spoke. She interrupted him, her voice much
too upbeat. "Well, I should go to bed. Thanks
for bringing supper." She grabbed his hand
and led him to the door) then stopped and
wrapped her arms around him, burying her
face in his shoulder. He pulled her close to
him) taking in the scent of her hair. Vanilla.
She pulled away after a moment and opened
the door. "Thanks again," she said. He trudged
across the porch and down the stairs toward
his car, digging in his pocket for the keys. She
switched off the light before he reached the
door, leaving him to fumble for the lock.
Sar« D. Veldhuizen
I Dare YOu
We were very different people, he and 1.
We were very different, brought together only
by coincidence and friendship. Though maybe
not so much coincidence, since we both liked
drama and writing. But other that that -- very
differenr people.
We used to dare each other to write. "I dare
you,') we'd say. "I dare you to write about life
in three stanzas." Or we'd give a starting line-
. "I dare you)" wed say and the other would
accept the dare, would take the line) the de-
scription, the restricted form) the subject mat-
ter -- would take and would write. We'd write
hard, write with gusto) and with fervency We
both knew we were JUSt playing a game .- it
was a son of elaborate private joke -- "I dare
you to write," we'd sa}; smiling) laughing. But
it didn't matter ifit was a joke, if we were laugh-
mg. We'd still write -- proving to ourselves
that words were nearby, that friends were
nearby) that life could be written into three
stanzas. Proving ourselves.
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Now) years later) 1 never see him, seldom
think of him-don't even know how to get in
contact with him if 1 wanted to-which 1don't,
wanting only to run into him someday by
mistake. Bur 1never see him) and seldom think
of him. We \~ere very different people. We
took very different paths. He joined the army;
1 think. That's what he always wanted to do.
I went to college. 1study theatre. And 1write.
I still write.
I write. But sometimes I don't write. Some-
times 1sit with pencil in hand and stare at blank
paper. Sometimes 1 just hold a notebook or
sit in the same room with a computer and lis-
ten to it breath. It's then, when I'm nor writ-
ing, that 1 wish he'd dare me again. "I dare
you," he'd sa}; "I dare you."
So today; now, he has become my dare. 1
write about him in three hundred and thirty
words.
Colette [ohnson
How toHave an Eating Disorder
Walk down the brown-carpeted stairs and
into the kitchen) slipping slightly because of
fuzzy socks on the smooth linoleum. First,
suck in your tummy so that you look like the
models on the covers of aerobics videotapes,
look at the petite) middle-aged woman as she
stands at the kitchen counter, you see that she
is rolling out the dough for a rhubarb pie crust.
She is wearing her navy blue stretch pants with
an oversized flowered shirt pulled over them.
Her hair is short and brown, like a pixie's. She
is your mother. You do not look like her; you
are taller, heavier, and have hazel eyes.
She turns around to look at you with the
expression that tells yOll she does not have
much time for conversations because she needs
to finish her pie crust. Ask her if she thinks
that you have gotten chubby since you have
entered the ninth grade. She studies you with
cool blue eyes and says: "I think that you
could stand to lose a couple of pounds." She
turns around to finish the piecrust.
Stand there. Rub your hands over your
thighs and stomach, feeling for that "couple
of pounds." Say: "How many pounds, do
you think?"
She mumbles something about "five or ten
pounds" and does not lift her head ro look at
you. 'Ium around and walk out of the kitchen.
Scoot down the hall and into the bathroom
with your fuzzy socks slip-sliding on the lino-
leum. Slowly approach the scale that sits like a
spy in the comer of the room. Step up slowly,
one foot before the other, onto the digital ap-
paratus. You feel the icy metal of the scale
reach the pads of your feet through your fuzzy
socks. Watch the red numbers appear in the
window. The numbers tell you that you are
part of the group that your dad's college hu-
man anatomy book classifies as «average."
Decide to change your life. Eat vegetable
pizza instead of Canadian bacon pizza. Drink
water instead of 7-Up and cherry cola. Re-
place pictures of Kirk Cameron with pictures
ofNike athletes on the walls in your bedroom.
Tell your friends that you have given up po-
tato chips because potato chips are not actu-
aJyavgtbe REfdal1::dE:hGlamo1<r and
Mademoiselle about stretching, running, and
Cindy Crawford's sense of style. Start jogging
for a hobby. Be sure to keep up your new
hobby on rainy days, on snowy days, and es-
pecially when it is sunny and 95 degrees out-
doors. Tell your friends that you were born to
nID. Tell them that you love running because
of the release that it gives you. Smile when
they act surprised at your change.
Before you entered the ninth grade) you
had never thought of losing a few pounds.
You were content with your friends and the
way you looked. Before the nimh grade)
though) your friends did not choose you be-
cause of the way you looked. It wasn't impor-
tant to you whether or not SCOtt Allen asked
you to go our with him on Friday night. The
size of your rear end held very little interest to
you when you looked in the mirror. How-
ever) you have grown up now and understand
that the size of your rear essentially determines
whether you will be alone for the rest of your
life or not.
Purchase a book entitled "Calorie Contents
in 3)000 Different Foods." Allow yourself a
total of 1,000 calories each dar Write down
each thing that you eat in your little yellow
pocket notebook. Before yOll realize it, you
have lost twenty-five pounds. People tell you
that you look great. They ask: "How do you
do it?"
"My mom has helped me," you say to them.
Your mother says that you look good, re-
ally good, when you ask her about your recent
weight loss. She does not smile at you when
she says it. She has to finish ironing the white
shirts before going to work in the morning.
Watch her for a minute before walking our of
the room. Stop) turn around and ask her:
"Morn, do you think that I am the same size as
the other girls?"
"I think you look fine)" she says, her eyes
never leaving the white shin that she is so care-
fully pressing.
In the spring, decide to join the track team.
Hope to make some new friends on the team
since your old ones don't seem to have the
same interests as you anymore. Each day; go to
grueling practices and run for miles. There is
pain in your legs when you run. There is pain
in your hips when you sleep. The coach says
that your hips stick out too far and that is the
reason for your pain. He thinks that you don't
have enough fat to cover them up. Quit the
track team.
Withdraw from school and friends. Spend
all of your free time joumaling numbers from
your handy calorie book and looking at cook-
books or pictures of Cindy Crawford. Sit on
your green flowered bedspread and count the
numbers for the dar Do not forget to add in
the Hershey's Kiss that you nibbled on as a
treat in your English class. Glamour tells you
that exercising works the best in the morning.
Get up each day at 5:30 a.m.
Nonce that your hair has been falling our
and dismiss this most recent finding as stress-
related. Comb your hair carefully so as not to
pull out your stress-damaged hair. Stand in
front of the mirror and count your ribs to
affirm that you are not chubby anymore. Buy
a new two-piece bathing suit that shows off
your lack of a rear end. Compliment yourself.
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At school) the guidance counselor) a good
family friend for years) calls you into his little
office that is painted lime green. "You have
gotten quite thin," he says to you in the friendly
guidance counselor voice.
Smile sheepishly at him. Say "Thank you."
"We are worried about you," he continues.
"Do you know what an eating disorder is?"
Immediately begin to think about figures
such as Karen Carpenter and Cherry Boone,
both famous women afflicted with such a hor-
rendous disorder. Say "I know what it is," and
glance at the green paint on the walls.
"We have been watching you and think that
you have developed an eating disorder)" he
tells you.
They have been watching you? Have vi-
sions of hidden cameras in your bedroom, the
cafeteria, the lavatory. Smile at him while fidg-
eting with your thumbs. You know that you
do not have an eating disorder. You have got-
ten thinner than the others, and they are jeal-
ous.
"You need to eat better or you will have to
go to a hospital," he says softly to you.
Feel betrayed. Do not trust your guidance
counselor anymore. He has been spying on
you. He is trying to ruin your great triumph.
Decide that no one) not even the guidance
counselor, will ever make you chubby again.
Nod your head as you walk our of his of-
fice. Discreetly throw the Sun Valley Clinic
brochure into the brown and gray trash can at
the end of the hallway. Walk home from school
while replaying today's numbers. You are go-
ing to have to be more discreet about the num-
bers in the future.
In the kitchen, your mother is waxing the
linoleum. "Don't walk through here!" she
scolds. Go around to the other door and into
the family room. You mother meets you at the
stairway leading to your bedroom. Her eyes
scold you.
«I want you to give me your calorie book,"
she says.
Pull the book out of your navy blue Esprit
bag and give it to her. You have the numbers
memorized and haven't needed to research
from the book for quite some time. Your
mother watches you walk up the stairs. You
have outsmarted her.
Standing on the stairs of the Sun Valley
Clinic) watch the cars drive b): Say softly,
"Don't leave me here," as they stand with you
at the entrance. Pull your jeans up again be-
cause they just do not seem to want to stay up
anymore. Feel like you are five years old and
want to tug at her hand. She is wearing navy
blue shorts and a striped shin, and she is stand-
ing right next to him.
____________ ..... 1
CiriPower
She looks at you for a long rime through
her tears. She says: "You did this to yourself"
Walk down the long gray hallway known
as "Eating Disorder Therapy Wing." You have
now joined the ranks of Karen Carpenter and
Cherry Boone. Skinny girls with thin hair look
at YOli. Wonder whether yOli are thinner than
they are. You once again have fallen into the
"average" category and let our a tired sigh at
the thought.
The nurses bring trays of food into you
room. Look at the soupy mashed potatoes,
cubes of turkey; and banana. Think: "320
calories plus 240 calories plus 107 calories."
The food does not taste on your tongue. Eat-
ing is like having a WaIT burned off of the heel
of your foot.
The doctors remind you that if you do not
eat) you will never have children of your own.
The counselors who pretend to be tough tell
you about young girls who have had heart
attacks because of their eating disorders. Your
mother tells you that she wishes she could go
back in time and do things differently.
Eat. Step on scales. Slowly rum away from
your hobby of calorie counting. As you pull
clumps of your own hair from your hairbrush)
remind yourself that this weight gain is going
to be worth it. At night) when you are lying in
your bed) you do not feel your hip bones stick-
ing our anymore and sit up abruptly. Tell your-
self quieti}; "It is okay;" and lie back down.
With snakeskin heels three-and-a-half inches
no wobble postage-stamp skirt graZing the thighs
of her freshly bladed legs curled lashes
carefully careless hair She strides across the page
eyeing you from her glossy world where teeth
are white enough to make a dentist weep
breath is fresh as a sprig of mint
brows are plucked waists are tiny
and men are mastered by the barest glance
from Maybelline-shadowed eyes.
Their own eyes follow her--oh yes, they are powerless
against the curve of her lips the sway of her hips.
They are concuered by the seductive curl
of her Estee Lauder scent helpless to resist
the Morse code announcement of her ice-pick heels.
In her world she is invincible.
At the American Eagle clothing store on
the east wing in the mall, look for new school
clothes. You will be entering your junior year
in only five days. Try on jeans that will show
off your new rear end. Your mother is waiting
in the wooden) green lawn chair that sits OUt-
side of the changing room. She is wearing
black jeans and a sweatshirt. Ask her: «Do I
look okay in these jeans?"
She studies you carefully before saying:
"You look healthy I think you look healthy"
Ask: "Do 1 look tile same size as the other
girls my age?"
Your mother stands up and walks to where
you stand. She says: «I really don't look at the
other girls your age, 1 look at you."
She is woman held up as hero, guru, guide
the enry of slumber parties the toast of prom
the acknowledged authority in water-cooler chats.
Your mentor since childhood, you are on
a first-name basis as she doles out advice
on dressing for success accessorizing with authority
and how to make any man fall for you.
But then one day your brother's friends come over
They're alone with you and they hurt you
And you can't tell your parents
They'd only blame themselves
And you can't tell your friends
They'd only refer to the October issue
Where she dealt with this very subject.
And suddenly the glossiness
of her two-dimensional world becomes symbolic.
Or one night in a hotel you get separated
from your friends and the hotel owner and his friend
pin you to a bed and my God they were strong
you scream so loud no one can hear you
and somehow you get away you lock your door
and shake with shock and is this what it means
to have any man fall for you?
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And now while she continues to slay men
with a sweep of her Dangerous Lengths lashes
you no longer meet men's eyes and you
clutch your keyring with its jagged keys
and your purse-sized can of mace tighter
whenever one walks by.
CandaceHup Sherrie A. Barber
/irst place poetl)'
I am the typical American teenager.
I don't mean to boast. It's actually noth-
ing to be proud of. It really means ...
I'm ordinary:
I love apple pie and basketball (the new
American sport).
Curly is my favorite Stooge.
I know all the words to the Pledge of Allc-
giance (well, almost all anyway).
I live in a small town in the Midwest where
everyone knows everyone.
My parents are divorced. Of course) I'm
emotionally scarred.
I have two brothers and a sister-perfect
for those family-size dinners!
I fight with my brothers and sister. Often.
My sister is the youngest. She is a whiner.
We have a dog, two cats, and a bird.
We have 2.5 vehicles (one works only part
of the time).
I have blond hair and blue eyes. My nose is
too big. I think I'm fat (I'm not). I'm short at
home and tall everywhere else. Jeans and T-
shirts make up 99 percent of my wardrobe.
When I was young I was the typical Arneri-
7Jpical
can kid. I played with Barbie dolls. I played
house. I played nurse. And there was abso-
lutely no doubt that I would be an Olympic
ice skater.
Then I grew up. And I was the typical
American adolescent. Junior high. Puberty.
Boys. More emotional scarring.
The day finally came when I started high
school and became a typical American teen.
Average grades (which isn't O's anymore-
you gotta have Ns and B's to be average nowa-
days).
Sports. Band. Choir. Drama. Student
government.
I'm good enough at everything, but not
good enough to be considered excellent. Know
the feeling?
I share a car with my brother
I have my own room. My own room is a
mess. I have a teddy bear on my bed. He's
supposed to make it everyday after I leave.
And now I'm a typical American college
student.
Small liberal arts college in the Midwest.
Education major.
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Still average grades.
Still involved in sports, activities.
But my brother srole the car.
I don't get enough sleep.
And I'm going home for the holidays. Al-
most like the song. Almost.
My birthday is in April. April showers bring
muddy birthdays.
Iwill rum 20.
20
20!
Hey! I'll no longer be a teenager!
So then I'll be a typical, American ... what?
'What does a typical American do then?
Will L.
. .. get married) have 2.5 kids, buy a station
wagon and a slobbery dog) watch soaps all day
and cry, get fat) pay for bad haircuts, wear bad
clothes) embarrass my children) go Out with
my mother for fun on the weekends) get a
divorce) go bankrupt) marry a rich younger
man, get hot flashes) forget to wear my teeth)
forget to wear my pants) and finally die of a
ripe old age? Hmm ..
Kenya Kowalke
Colette Johnson
Trying to capture you
Trying to capture you
In two dimensions,
Camera in hand
Hoping to flatten out
Your depth
And still measure you deep.
Trying to catch you
for a memory
for an album
fora friend.
Yet, I miss the spark of you
the light of you
the life of you.
I miss the space you fill
withyou
Your voice I miss
Your sound.
I miss the you of you
And catch
A little less than truth
Trying not to lose you
In two dimensions.
I
